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Executive Summary

i_sod ustios

This study examined special education services for migrant and Native American students
in Northwest ESD 189. Both of these groups of children have been inappropriately
identified for special education services. In some cases, students who have special needs
have not been referred to special education. In other cases, these students have been
overreferred to special education. In addition, appropriate placement options (e.g.,
bilingual programs) are not always available for these students.

The purpose of this study was to identify best practices and procedures, and problems
that families and school staff perceived in programs for these two groups, which comprise
up to 33% of district enrollment. The results of the study will be used to develop
guidelines and policy recommendations that will insure equity of educational
opportunities for these two groups of students.

This study was conducted by the Northwest ESD 189 and the Washington Research
Institute (WRI). An Advisory Board made up of representatives from Northwest ESD
189, the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, the Lummi tribe, and
participating school districts guided the study. Support for the study was obtained from
the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction.

How t e Study was Conducted

This Etudy was conducted using a backward mapping approach. The process begins by
describing concrete behaviors and problems that require a policy intervention. After
careful analysis at the service delivery level of behaviors and problems, recommendations
that are rri 3st likely to affect service delivery can be made. Most policy implementation
is done using a forward mapping strategy which assumes that policy makers control the
procedures that affect implementdtion. Backward mapping was selected because it
results in realistic policios which are based on what actually happens at the point where
services and clients interact.

Key individuals in the area were interviewed in order to identify problems and solutions
with regard to providing special education services to migrant and Native American
s;.udents. Participants included representatives of nine school districts (administrators,
teachers, instructional assistants), parents, and community agencies. A total of 54 people
were interviewed. Project staff obtained key informants' responses to a common set of
questions developed by the Advisory Board. The interview included specific questions
about screening and assessment, placement, parental involvement, and an open-ended
question about general problems and their solutions.
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Interview responses were summarized and recommendations were made in a final report.
School district incidence data for minority representation in special education were
collected. In addition, a comprehensive review of the literature was conducted and
asseubled in a bibliography.

Results

Assessment. The screening and assessment of bilingual students were perceived as
problem areas. Respondent concerns were: the use of interpreters and instructional
assistants in test administration; tests to establish language proficiency were not always
given in both languages; interpreters were not always literate in the language of the tests;
training for interpreters was not always adequate.

Training for special education staff in appropriate procedures for assessing bilingual and
Native American students was perceived as a critical need. The difficulties of using
standardized test data to qualify these students for special education was recognized. A
need for a formal process for ruling out the influence of cultural, environmental, and
economic factors was exprtmed. Instances of overreferral and underreferral were cited.
Ultimately, placement decisions took into account what programs were available and
appropriate within both regular and special education. While the need for "special
interventions" was great, the non-special education resources available were sparse.

Parent Involvement. Parental involvement in educational programs for both migrant and
Native American students was regarded as a problem area. Concerns were expressed
about procedures used to obtain informed consent for assessment, IEP approval, and
general parent involvement. School district personnel were frustrated and frequently
unsuccessful in efforts to obtain meaningful parent involvement. Parents and advocates
were concerned about school district methods, e.g., using migrant home visitors as
"messengers" for sptcial education due process forms, and mailing due process forms.

Districts expended a great deal of effort to include parents in IEP meetings. Many
districts made accommodations, like providing transportation. Teachers and parents
agreed, however, that simply attending an IEP meeting did not constitute parental
involvement. Concern was expressed that parents were not encouraged to be involved:
their requests were frequently ignored. Distrust between schools and parents was
common.

Placement Options. Appropriate program; and services for bilingual and Native
American students was seen by many qc lacking. When appropriate, non-special
education programs were available, ow -referral to special education was less of a
problem. In the absence of alternative program options, special education was often
selected by default.



In regard to migrant students, a lack of bilingual programs was seen a serious problem.
For Native American students, appropriate secondary programs, with a vocational or life
skills orientation, were needed.

Other Issues. Several other major issues were frequently identified by participants.
These included:

Drop-out rates, attendance and absences
Cultural awareness
Funding
Communication between tribes and schoois
Substance abuse, fetal alcohol syndrome, teenage pregnancy

Recommendations

A series of recommendations were developed based on the interview findings. These
recommendationc reflect and expand on exemplary practices found in the participating
districts and described in the literature.

Recommendations for Districts Serving Migrant/Bilingual and Native American Students

Parent Involvement. School districts need to carefully examine their policies for
obtaining informed consent for assessment and IEPs. It was also recommended that
districts conduct internal reviews of parent involvement and due process practices to
assure compliance with the law. The practice of sending migrant home visitors and Native
American liaisons as "messengers" for informed consent and IEP sign-offs needs to be
reviewed. Accommodations to help parents attend meetings at school need to be made.

Assessment. Training for ass ess:nent staff in aspects of Native American and Hispanic
cultures that may affect assessment results and interpretation should be provided.

Administration. Incidence data on migrant and Native American children in special
education should be collected and reviewed annually. In addition, systems for assessing
the size of the drop-out problem and for monitoring the status of drop-outs need to be
put into place.

Drop-out Prevention. Drop-out prevention efforts need to be implemented beginning at
the elementary level. Program options and scheduling for secondary students need to be
scrutinized in consultation with tribal leadersiiip and migrant/bilingual representatives to
assure that they meet students' academic, vocational, and life skills needs.

Cultural Awareness. New teachers should receive cultural awareness training. Schools
should create a learning environment that respects and supports the cultures of mir .rity
students.



Recruit*g_Trained Personnel. There should be an ESD-wide effort to recruit Spanish
speaking and Native American teachers. Consideration should be given to developing a
career ladder for local Hispanic and Native American paraprofessionals to provide them
with on-site training that leads to a teaching credential.

Recommendations for Districts Servina Mierant students

Assessment. Training for assessment and screening personnel is needed. Staff should be
trained specifically in the use and interpretation of standardized tests and screening
instruments with children of different cultures, as well as in report writing. The use of
interpreters in the assessment and screening process needs to be reviewed and clarified.

Guidelines need to be developed in cooperation with OSPI for the training of assessment
personnel working with large numbers of migrant students. In addition, guidelines
regarding the assessment of preschool students with limited English proficiency should be
developed.

Program Options. Bilingual and structured immersion programs need to be available to
migrant children in both regular and special education. In order to distinguish learning
disabled children from children who have limited English proficiency or who are in
transition from Spanish to English, opportunities for bilingual instruction need to be
provided outside of special education.

Administration. State guidelines need to be established to clarify the distinctions between
ESL, migrant, bilingual and other programs serving non-English speaking children to
assure that non-migrant bilingual children are receiving services. In addition, district-level
policies regarding the use and updating of MSRTS data need to be developed.

Clerical support and other supports need to be provided to bilingual staff in order to
reduce the amount of time these teachers spend on clerical and administrative activities.

Recommendations for Districts Serving Native American Students

Communication. Thoughtful and consistent efforts are needed to improve the
communication and working relationship between tribal leadership and the schools.
Where they exist, Native American educational liaisons should be viewed as members of
the educational team and used to foster positive relationships between tribal members
and the schools.

Parents. Preschool programs, including birth to 3, for Native American handicapped and
non-handicapped children should be used as an opportunity to stimulate and build parent
involvement.
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Program Options. Schools need to explore the use of Native American tutoring
programs for handicapped and non-handicapped students as a means of promoting
cultural self-awareness, interaction among Native American students, and drug/alcohol
awareness programs, as well as a means to provide educational support.

Conclusion

Summarizing the findings from this project was a difficult undertaking. Pages of
interview transcripts were condensed and analyzed. It is impossible in this short summary
to present all of the data that formed the basis for these recommendations. It is equally
difficult to accurately portray the commitment and concern of the individuals involved in
providing this information. While the focus of this report is on problems that need
solving, it should be noted that many of the recommendations were drawn from the
solutions already in place.

Complete copies of this report are available from the Washington Research Institute, 180
Nickerson Street, Suite 103, Seattle, WA 98109.
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Introduction and Background to the Study

Two minority groups of students, children of migrant laborers and children of Native
American origin, have often been inappropriately identified for special education
services. In some cases, students in these populations who have special needs have not
received appropriate services. In other cases, these students have been overreferred for
special education. The purpose of this study was to identify best practices and
procedures, and problems that families and school staff were everiencing in providing
programs for these students. This information from the school districts would then be
used to develop guidelines and policy recommendations for best practices to insure equity
of educational opportunities for these two groups of students.

In this country, ethnic group membership has been highly significant in determining the
environmental circumstances in which children grow and develop (Laosa, 1984). The
major educational policy initiatives from the 1960-1980 era-- such as Head Start, Title I,
and Follow Through-- focussed on achieving equity of opportunity for all children.

Legislative and judicial action from this period has had a significant influence on the
policies for the educational assessment and placement of ethnic, racial, and language
minority children. P.L. 94-142, for example, provided that testing and evaluation materials
must be selected and administered so as not to be racially or culturally discriminatory,
and must be conducted in the child's native language. P.L. 90-247 (1968), the Bilingual
Education Act, pi ovided financial assistance for districts to provide bilingual instruction
to children of limited English proficiency, and P.L. 89-10, the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965 made funds available for the education of the disadvantaged and
handicapped.

The judicial decisions regarding the landmark cases Diana v. California State Board of
Education (1970) and Larry P. v. Riles (1971) have directed districts to reduce reliance
on scores of IQ tests administered in English for placement decisions of children from
predominantly non-English speaking homes, and have increased pressure for testers
fluent in the child's native language. The U.S. Supreme Court's decision in Lau v.
Nichols (1974) extended the definition of equal educational opportunity to include the
rights of limited English speaking students.

The question we face in 1990 is how these policies regarding educational assessment a n.d
placement have been translated into school district procedures for serving minorities. The
focus of this study is two often overlooked minority groups in Washington State--
migrants and Native Americans-- and the setting is Northwest ESD 189 where these
students account for up to 33% of district enrollment.
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The Backward Mapping Process

This study takes the form of naturalistic inquiry. In conventional inquiry, researchers
begin with a theory which they attempt to prove or disprove through the collection and
analysis of data. In contrast, naturalistic inquiry begins by sampling data, taking
observations, describing patterns, and developing a set of propositions or findings that
derive from the cases, and that translate into policies.

The particular qualitative research approach used in the study is known as backward
mapping (Elmore, 1980). Most research on policy implementation uses a forward
mapping strategy, and begins with a clear statement of the policy intent or objective-- for
example, a policy for the placement of migrant students in special education-- and then
describes the specific steps needed to achieve that objective.

The major weakness of forward mapping is the assumption that policy makers control the
procedures that affect implementation. As Elmore (1980) observes, "forward mapping
reinforces the myth that implementation is controlled from the top."

Backward mapping is based on the assumption that the closer one looks at the areas
where an administrative decision interacts with individual actions, the better one can
formulate objectives that in fact have a chance at influencing policy. Backward mapping
begins by describing concrete behaviors and problems ram require a policy intervention.
Through analysis of these behaviors, the researcher lb, able to recommend the resources
that are most likely to affect service delivery.

In this backward mapping study, we began by talking to the individuals in the school
districts who were most likely to be familiar with the educational placement of migrant
and Native American students, and to have thought about the process, its successes and
failures. We expected that these informants would include special education teachers,
assessment personnel, parents, and special education administrators.

The Northwest Educational Service District 189 includes 35 school districts. The project's
Advisory Board of state, regional, an: local experts in migrant and Native American
education selected 9 districts that would best represent the region as interview sites. The
Advisory Board also assisted in identifying key informants within the districts, and in
formulating the list of questions that would be asked in each interview.

2
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How the Study was Conducted

In the summer of 1989, Gary Snow, Director of Special Programs and Services,
Northwest ESD 189, met with staff of the Washington Research Institute to outline this
study. A proposal developed jointly by Washington Research Institute (WRI) and
Northwest ESD 189 was submitted to the Office of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction by Dr. Snow, and was funded. Project staff were Gary Snow, Director, and
the following WRI staff: Marcia Davidson and Patricia Vadasy, Co-Directors, and Mary
Maddox, Project Associate.

In order to determine district experiences and successes in serving Native American and
migrant students and their families, the following activities were proposed:

1. Organize an Advisory Board, with membership representing state-level
migrant and Indian education, tribal organizations, migrant groups, and
regional special education personnel. The Advisory Board's role was to
provide the interview questions; to assist in identifying the study's key
informants (the persons most familiar with the educational needs and
experiences of these two groups); and to review the interview responses, data
analysis, and recommendations.

2. Interview administrators, teachers, related services providers, parents,
advocates, and community providers to obtain their perceptions of current
practices, problems, successes, perceived needs, and potential solutions.

3. Analyze and summarize data from the interviews.

4. Obtain incidence data from the targeted school districts on the proportions
of Native American and migrant students in the districts, and the rates of
placement for these students in special education.

5. Review the literature on special education programs, policies, and promising
models for migrant and Native American students.

6. Prepare a report of the firdings and recommendations for review by the
Advisory' Board and dissemination.

7. Submit recommendations for a federal grant application to support
implementation of study recommendations.

Advisory Board

The following individuals accepted invitations to serve on the project's Advisory Board:

3
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Gary Snow, Director of Special Programs and Services, Northwest ESD 189

Marguerite McLean, Coordinator, Migrant Handicapped/Bilingual Handicapped,
Curriculum, Instructional Support and Special Education Programs, Office of the
Superintendent of Public Instruction

Keith Crosbie, former Bilingual Education Coordinator, Office of the
Superintendent of Public Instruction

Willard Bill, former Equity Education and Indian Education Supervisor, Office of
the Superintendent of Public Instruction

William Jones, Lummi tribe representative, Bellingham

Mary Kirkwood, Director of Special Education, La Conner School District

Maria Day, Coordinator of Compensatory Programs, Burlington

Andrew Rodarte, Director of Western Migrant Education Center, Northwest ESD
189

The Advisory Board met in December, 1989 to identify critical concerns regarding the
education of migrant and Native American students and their special education
assessment and placement; to generate questions to address those concerns; to identify
the school districts in which interviews will be conducted; and to identify key informants
who should be interviewed for the study.

The Board selected 4 districts in which to conduct interviews on migrant issues, and 5
districts for interviews on Native American issues; within each district 5-6 interviews
would be conducted, half with school district staff, and half with non-district informants.

The districts selected for sampling through the informant interviews were:

Native American Migrant
Ferndale/Bellingham Lynden
Darrington Mt. Vernon
La Conner Burlington
Marysville Sedro-Woolley

4
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Key Informant Selection

At the December meeting, board members suggested several persons for staff to contact
for interviews. The majority of key informants were identified by the special education
administrators or superintendents of the selected districts, with other informants
recommended by informants during their interviews.

A breakdown of the number and type of informants by school district is as follows:

Native American Migrant

Darrington-7D

La Conner- 5D
4N

Lynden- 1D*
1N

Mt. Vernon- 5D
1N

Marysville- 5D Burlington- 3D
1N 1N

Ferndale/Bellingham- 9D Sedro Woolley- 3D
2N 2N

*Lynden staff submitted a written group response

Other nun-district interviews- 4 (Indian Health Service, Project REACH, NW
Intertribal Preschool, Northwest ESD 189 Migrant Program)

D= school district informant
N= nondistrict informant

Interview Questions

The study protocol called for project staff to obtain the key informants' responses to a
common set of questions so that responses could be compared within district, and across
informant roles (i.e., parent responses, administrator responses).

The Board provided the following interview questions:

1. What tests are used in your district to determine a child's dominant
language?
- Does your district use a screening tool to identify bilingual

children?



- Is this test administered by a trained professional who speaks the child's
native language fluently?

2. Are tests for special education placement for Limited English Proficient
(LEP) students to establish language competency (proficiency and
dominance) routinely given in both languages?

3. Does your district use an interpreter to screen and/or assess bilingual
children?
- If so, what training do interpreters have, and how are they used in the

identification process?
- Is the interpreter literate in the child's primary language, and what level

of language is used by the interpreter?

4. When staff in your district are testing LEP students who have non-English
speaking parents, how is informed consent for those children obtained?
- Are due process forms mailed to parents?
- Is this process similar for Native American and for migrant children?

5. What procedures/assessment tools are used to identify and test preschool
LEP students for special education?

6. Are LEP students in your district ever placed in special education because of
a lack of other program resources?

7. In your district, are migrant students who are determined eligible under
Federal migrant regulations for special education reported to the district's
sp.:- al education office?

8. What kind of training does the special education staff receive to insure that
Native American/migrant children are being appropriately assessed to
determine their eligibility for specizIl education?

9. How frequently do Native American/migrant children meet special education
eligibility based upon professional judgment?
- What is the rationale used in ruling out the influence of cultural,

environmental, and economic factors on educaticmal progress?

10. Do parents of Native American/migrant children in special education
participate in the IEP process?
- How frequently do they attend the annual IEP meeting?
- Whet accommodations, if any, are made for non-English speaking parents,

parents from Native American cultures?



11. Can you think of any other unique problems you have had in teaching Native
American/migrant students?
- How have you/others in your district dealt with these problems?
- What sort of accommodations have been successful/not so successful?

7



Results

This section summarizes the results of each cf the eleven questions that respondents
were asked.

1. What tests are used in your district to determine a child's dominant language?

- Does the district use a screening tool to identify bilingual children?
- Is this test administered bv_a trainectwofessional who s eaks the lid s ative

language fluently?

Determining the Child's Native Lanzuage

All five of the responding districts use the Language Assessment Scale (LAS) for
determining a child's dominant language. Respondents indicated that the LAS is
sometimes used in combination with another measure: the Distar Language Test or a
language survey. Other instruments mentioned were the Home Language Survey, the
Pre-LAS and the Basic Inventory of Natural Language (BINL). One respondent said
that the district relied on the Child Study Team.

Screening Tools for Identifying Bilingual Children

All of the districts surveyed used a screening tool to identify bilingual children. In most
cases, the LAS results were used. The Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT) was
used in one district for quick screening. One district indicated that it did not have a
screening tool for special education.

Test Administiation

In most cases, respondents said that professionals (i.e., a certified teacher, CDS)
administer these tests, but that they are sometimes not fluent in the child's language. In
several districts trained bilingual aides administer the tests and/or serve as interpreters
for the professionals administering the test.

2. Are tests for special education placement for Limited English Proficient (LEP)
students to establish language conmetency (proficiency and dominance) routinely
given in both languages?

Responses to this question suggested that most often tests to establish language
competency for special education placement are not given in both languages.

Personnel within the same district frequently did not agree on this item: some said the
tests were given in both languages, and others said they were not. Two districts indicated
that there were no bilingual children in special education so they had not yet had a need

8
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to determine the dominant language. The tests that were mentioned included: the
Woodcock Johnson in Spanish and English, the LAS in Spanish and English, and the
SOMPA in English.

3. Does your district use an interpreter to screen and/or assess bilinaual children?

- If so. what training do interpreters have, and how are they used in the
identification Process?

- Is tiam.1:=ter literate in t e c language. and %Oat level of
language is used by the interpreter?

Use of Interpreters in Screening and Assessment

Interpreters or special education staff who are fluent in Spanish were used in all but one
of the districts for screening and assessment. In the one district that does not use
interpreters, the low referral rate and the risk of compromising test results were given as
reasons for not using interpreters. Special education departments usually turn to the
migrant and bilingual aides and teachers to serve as interpreters for assessment and
screening.

Training ft. Iders

It appeared that there is some training for interpreters. However, comments indicated
that aides who serve as interpreters and/or test administrators may not be adequately
trained.

Literate Interpreters

Responses regarding the literacy of interpreters were mixed, often within the same
district. Personnel in two of the five responding districts unanimously agreed that the
aides were literate: in the remaining three districts there was disagreement and concern
about the literacy of the interpreters.

4. When staff in your district hre testing Limited English Proficient children who have
non-English speaking parents. how is informed consent for those children obtained?

- Are due process forms mailed to parents?
- Is this process similar for Native American and for migrant children?

Obtaining Informed Consent

Most respondents indicated that staff from migrant and bilingual programs were
recruited to assist in obtaining parental consent for testing. Some home visitors
expressed concern that they were not accompanied by special education staff on these

9



visits. In several cases, home visitors refused to seek parental consent without being
accompanied by a special education represent4tive. In other cases, the migrant staff
serve only as interpreters for special education staff.

Concern was expressed that parents were signing for testing without clearly
understanding the process or their rights.

In another district with a strong commitment on the part of all staff to do everything
possible to keep special education students in the regular classroom, it was not clear that
Native American parents are told that their child is special education eligible (i.e., not
familiar with the term or concept of IEP).

Mailing Due Process Forms

Responses were mixed, even within the same district, regarding whether or not due
process forms were mailed. It appears that the practice is used to varying degrees in
many of the districts surveyed. Some have translated the forms into Spanish. One
respondent reported that the district mailed English forms to the parent with a note in
Spanish requesting that they sign the forms.

Due Process for Native American Parents

Due process forms appeared to be mailed more frequently to the Native American
parents: the reason cited was that they speak English. Two districts used home visitors
drawn from the Native American staff.

5. What procedures/assessment tools are used to identify and test preschool students
with Limited En lish Proficiency for soeclal edu tca ion?

None of the staff interviewed from three of the five responding districts knew the tests or
procedures used to assess students with limited English proficiency. Of these districts,
one indicated that preschool services were provided through an outside agency, and
another suggested that because the students all speak English there had not been a need
to define a procedure.

Two of the districts did have a process in place for assessing preschool students with
limited English proficiency. In the first district, the teacher goes to the migrant camps
before school to condi: ' screening. Then, assessments are conducted at the school.

In the second district which had a small population of migrant students, respondents
indicated that no one is actively pursuing preschoolers with limited English proficiency.
A test developed in the district was cited as the screening instrument used to refer
children to Chapter 1, kindergarten, or special education.

10



6. illialdimiktEnsilikhdirricatittidsatthilat liatricittvm_plasidAntsial
education because of a lack of other pro4mmimsoumee

Responses to this question were mixed within two of the five districts: some personnel
thought that students with limited English proficiency were placed in special education
due to a lack of other options-- others thought they were not. In the three districts that
clearly stated that special education placements were not used because of a lack of other
options, the availability of other special program options was cited as the reason. Other
options included bilingual resource rooms, and elementary services that do not require
"labelling." Another reason cited for not using special education placement was that
faculty did not over-refer.

Among the respondents who felt that special education placements were made becnuse
of a lack of other options, a need for bilingual programs was expressed. One respondent
indicated that the district had an ESL program but also needed a bilingual program.

Concern was expressed about the lack of appropriate placement options for bilingual
students. Special education staff are faced with the dilemma of placing students in
special education or not providing any special help to students who are experiencing
severe academic problems.

7. In your districtare students who are determined eligible under federal migrant
regulations for special ucOation reøorted to special ed cati office?

Who reports the child's special education status?

This question was designed to dexrmine if th e. special education status of entering
migrant students was reported to the special education office in order to insure timely
and appropriate placemnts. Unfortunately, responses to the question provide little
information about this issue.

However, the responses did reveal several things about the usefulness of the Migrant
Student Reporting and Tracking System (MSRTS). Respondents who referred to the
MSRTS expressed concern about the informadon contained in the system. MSRTS
information is frequently slow to arrive at the school and incomplete. Individual teachers
expressed frustration at having to call MSRTS
directly to obtain missing data. School records arrive well after the child has arrived. In
one case a severely handicapped child arrived without any prior notice.

8. What kind of training does the ial education e_g insure that Native
American and migrant children a e being itparopriatelv assessed to determine their
eligibility for special education"

11



There was overwhelming agreement in the nine responding districts that there was no
formal in-district training procedure to insure that Native American and migrant children
are being appropriately assessed. Most respondents suggested that training is needed:
only one respondent indicated that no request for training had been received.

Even though there is a lack of formal, in-district training, a number of districts had
informal procedures to help insure appropriate assessment results. Several districts cited
meetings of the Multi-Disciplinary Team (MDT) as a forum for assuring appropriate
assessments. Others described informal sharing among staff, particularly in smaller
districts, as an effective means of staff development.

Workshops outside the district (provided by Northwest ESD 189 and the state) were
mentioned a number of times by respondents as valuable inservice opportunities that
were utilized. Most of the outside inservice referred to however, was general
multicultural training and did not specifically target the assessment issue.

Many respondents indicated that personnel should have received this type of training in
personnel preparation programs. One district has designed a hiring process that includes
evaluating candidates' sensitivity to cultural issues, and in another district staff felt that
teachers' cultural sensitivity was a factor considered for placement at the reservation-
based school. Another district contracts with a local tribe for school staff.

This question elicited a concern regarding school district personnel understanding of
students' native cultures, particularly for school staff dealing with Native American
students and families. Respondents felt that an understanding of Native American
culture and rituals would help schools respond more appropriately to students'
educational needs, provide services in a way that is more consistent with their culture,
and help explain some uf the unique characteristics of Native American students.

9. How fre uentlydo Native American or mi rant children eet soecia education
eligibiliq based on professional judgment?

What is the rationale used in ruling out the influence of cultural, environmental,
and economic factors on educational progress?

Use of Professional Judgment

Most of the personnel interviewed in each of the nine districts surveyed replied that
Native American and migrant children rarely meet special education eligibility criteria
based upon professional judgment. HOwever, in five of the districts at least one
respondent indicated that professional judgment is always used.
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This discrepancy may be due in part to the respondents' interpretation of the question:
professional judgment can be used to include students inappropriately who do not meet
the testing criteria but do need special services, or it can be used to exclude students who
do meet testing criteria but may not be truly handicapped in the eyes of the evaluator.
In the words of one administrator, "If we only looked at test scores, many students would
be automatically referred."

The availability of other program options and services appears to influence the number
of students who are evaluated for special education. In response to this question, four of
the districts indicated that they seek out and try other program options, such as LAP or
Chapter I, before referring students to special education. Several rcspondents said that
they try to avoid special education placement and focus on serving students in the regular
classroom. One district uses the language delayed or "CDS" only categories to protect
against labeling students inappropriately.

The cultural bias of available standardized tests was cited a number of times. One
district hired a Native American to provide assessment services to address this problem.
There was wide recognition of the inadequacy of tests for use with minority children.
However, three respondents (not psychologists) felt that just looking at test scores was
adequate for making eligibility determinations. A CDS in one district reported ongoing
efforts to identify culture-free assessments for use with Native American students, and
identified the following measures in use for 3-6-year-olds:

3 yr.olds - Sequenced Inventory of Communication Development (SICD),
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT), Expressive One-Word
Vocabulary Test (EOWVT) compared to language sample

4 yr.olds - PPVT, EOWVT, Test of Early Language Development (TELD)
compared to language sample

lst-2nd graders - Boehm Basic Concepts, Auditory Pointing, Test of Language
Development-Primary (TOLD-P).

To protect against the over-identification of minority students for special education
services, several districts used the MDT process.

The responses of two Native American tribal representatives from different districts
reflect the dilemma faced by districts and parents when considering special education
placement. The two respondents expressed opposite viewpoints in regard to classifying
students for special education. One felt that it was very difficult for Native American
students to qualify for special education and receive needed services. The other felt that
students were too frequently included in special education and inappropriately labeled
handicapped. While the need for "special" pa.rvices is great, the non-special education
resources available are sparse.
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Rationale for Ruling out Culturals
Most respondents indicated that the assessment process included obtaining a picture of
the "whole child" and looking beyond just the test scores. This included a review of
school history and performance, adaptive behavior, the child's behavior in relaticnship to
peers and siblings, and the parents' view of the child.

Many distrins relied on the MDT to rule out the influence of cultural, environmental,
and economic factors. Three districts used the state regulations for guidance in this area.
None of the respondents referred to a formal district process for ruling out the influence
of cultural, environmental and economic factors, but several respondents suggested that
this would be helpful.

10. Do parents of Native American and migrant children in special education
partici ate in tlkIeM.ILemgm?

Row frequently do they attend the annual IEP tiee ?
What accommodations, if anv. are made for nop-English speakinz Parents or
Parents from Native American cultures?

Parent IEP Participation and Attendance

Parent participation in the IEP and attendance at the IEP conference was a problem in
all of the districts. While most districts indicated that parents did attend meetings, it was
difficult to "get them there." It appears that districts expend a great deal of effort to get
parents to attend the initial IEP meeting, and are usually successful in arranging this
meeting. However, subsequent meetings are not well attended and less effort is
expended. Parents of primary aged children were more likely to attend IEPs than
parents of older children.

Respondents indicated that parents whose children enroll in 0-3 programs and who are
exposed to the IEP process when their children are young tend to feel most comfortable
with and least intimidated by the process.

There were a number of exceptions, however, and several respondents indicated that
parents of Native American children participate as much as or more than parents of
Anglo children. Problems with getting parents of migrant children to attend meetings
were mentioned in most of the districts serving these students. Several respondents
indicated that parent participation really varies and it is difficult to characterize parents
of minority children as less involved.

Even in those districts that cited a high rate of parent participation (90% in one,
80-100% in the other), the same respondents indicated that parent participation was a
problem, and that Native American parents tend to be passive participants, and would be
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unlikely to challenge a decision. It was suggested that simply attending an IEP meeting
did not constitute parent involvement, and that parents are not encouraged to contribute
to the child's IEP but to merely sign-off.

Parents'Of Native American children who were interviewed expressed great concern.
They felt that the schools did not encourage or respond to their requests. One parent of
a high school student had never been invited to an IEP meeting and received the IEP in
the mail each year with a request for her signature.

Among both migrant and Native American families parental attitudes toward school were
used to explain low levels of parental involvement. It wg3 suggested that parents
distrusted teachers and schools based on their experiences as students and parents.
Parents were also described as being complacent and willing to go along with the schools'
recommendations. Several district respondents indicated that parents were not aware
how special education might affect their child's school future, or did not know their rights
to seek other services and opinions.

Other harriers to parent participation were also cited. The fishing season and important
cultural celebrations prevent many Native American parents from attending. The nature
of migrant labor prevents families from attending meetings during the long work day.

With regard to migrant and non-English speaking parents, concern was expressed that
they receive different treatment than the parents of white children. Frequently, the
migrant teacher or home visitor takes the IEP to the home rather than having the
parents meet with the special education teacher and other personnel who developed the
IEP.

Those districts with reservation-based preschool programs suggested that the preschool
had helped to increase parent involvement. Parent activities (field trips, workshops) were
regularly scheduled to increase familiarity and trust among preschool staff and parents.

Accommodations to Encourage Parent Involvement

Most of the districts made accommodations to encourage involvement. These included
home visits, interpreters, transportation, leaving parts of the IEP for parents to complete
with staff during the meeting, flexible scheduling, willingness to reschedule, limiting the
size of meetings, simplifying forms, involving Indian or migrant staff, sending reminder
letters, scheduled phone calls, ride pooling, and holding meetings at the tribal center or
at the home. However, many respondents were frustrated because their attempts at
accommodation were not successful in increasing parent involvement.

The more successful districts seemed to take very seriously the need to make parents feel
comfortable in the meetings. Frequently, home visits were cited as less successful
because they increased the parents' discomfort.
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One of the more successful interventions was to use Native American liaisons (usually
funded through Johnson O'Malley funds) to help explain the process to parents, and to
provide transportation. However, there were problems with this approach when it was
not a collaborative effort and the liaison was used as a messenger. The same problems
were evident in cases where the migrant home visitor was used as a messenger rather
than as a member of a team.

One district felt that school staff were not welcome on the reservation. School districts
that have provided transportation for parents have had mixed results. Sometimes it
works, sometimes it doesn't.

11. Can you think of any other unique Problems you have had in teaching Native
American or migrant students?

How have you and others in _Your district dealt with these problems?
What sort of accommodations have been successffil or not so successful?

This was an open ended question that allowed respondents to identify additional
concerns and discuss innovative approaches. Responses most frequently highlighted
additional concerns and reinforced concerns expressed in other answers. The following
summary highlights the concerns and practices that were mentioned most frequently.

DroP-outs

Both Native American and migrant students were perceived as being at very high risk of
dropping out of school. In reference to the magnitude of the drop-out problem
respondents used words like "astronomical" and "very high." Many respondents indicated
that this was their biggest problem or concern in serving both Native American and
migrant students.

Estimates of the size of the problem were always just that: a rough guess. Figures
quoted included 85%, 50-60%, and 25%. Several districts expressed concern that they
could not get firm figures on the size oi the drop-out problem. For Native American
students, movement between reservations, between school districts near different
reservations, and the tendency for individual students to drop out more than once were
cited as some of the barriers to pinning down the drop-out rate. District staff could not
provide information on what proportion of dropouts migrate, return to school, enroll in a
tribal school, or are affected by drug/alcohol problems.

Dropping out of school generally occurs at the middle school level or between high
school and middle school, according to the people interviewed. Native Americans with
tribal affiliations were perceived by some to be at greater risk of dropping out than
students living off the reservation.
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Some of the solutions that were suggested or already in place included: providing more
flexible and appropriate alternative secondary programs, particularly vocational programs;
hiring drop-out prevention staff jointly funded by school districts and tribes; initiating
drop-out prevention activities before middle school; obtaining greater parent involvement
in addressing the problem; offering bilingual support to students who need it. In one
district, the tribe's concern about their students' high drop out rates was the stimulus for
the tribe's leaders to approach the district and undertake cooperative action and
preventive strategies

Attendance and Absences

Poor attendance was mentioned very frequently as an obstacle to providing services to
students. This problem was mentioned most frequently in regard to Native American
students. The seasonal fishing cycle and important cultural ceremonies were mentioned
by both white and Native American respondents as obstacles to attendance.

The attendance problem seemed to be greater with older children. One district
identified attendance as the biggest problem for its migrant students. One respondent
mentioned that attendance in kindergarten and grade one are a problem with Native
American students, whose parents often don't recognize the importance of primary
education for young children.

Communication and joint planning between the tribe and the school district improved
attendance in some (.. ...s. One district got the PTA involved to provide attendance
incentives. Several res, )ndents felt that making a personal appeal to and developing a
relationship over time with the tribe had helped to improve attendance. In one district,
half-day kindergarten attendance was seriously affected because noon transportation was
not provided between the reservation and the school.

Parent Participation

Participation by parents was cited as a major problem. School districts felt that they had
done everything they could to encourage parent participation. Parents (particularly
Native American parents) felt that they did not have a voice in educational planning for
their children.

There was a general feeling among Native American respondents that parents were not
adequately informed of their rights. District staff cited instances when they were
unaware of important cultural differences that should have been considered in involving
parents (i.e., having too many people at IEP meetings, asking questions perceived as very
personal by the Native American parents.) For many Native American parents their first
contact with the school is a meeting that focuses on their child's delays or problems.
District staff indicated an appreciation of the long history of distrust between "anglo
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teachers" and Native American people. Remedies suggested were to increase staff
stability and concentrate on building trusting relationships.

Respondents expressed concern that parents of migrant children agree too easily with
school staff, think the school "knows best," and have unreal expectations of what the
schools can do. There was also concern that migrant parents were not made to feel
comfortable in the school environment. Registration forms are all in English. School
staff are not bilingual. Letters, newsletters, notices to parents are always in English
unless they come from the bilingual program.

Cultural Awareness

A lack of cultural awareness among school district personnel was cited as a problem by
both consumers and staff. Schools felt that they had great difficulty obtaining
information about both Native American and Hispanic cultures. Several suggested they
did not know where to turn for resources.

In regard to minority children, staff, consumers, and advocates felt that students were
looked down upon and that discrimination is a problem. For Native American students
there was concern that they are written off by teachers. Differences in language and
social skills have led school personnel to misclassify the behavior of Native American
children and misinterpret their behavior.

Suggestions for increasing cultural sensitivity included: training school staff on customs
and culture; making accommodations for cultural differences (e.g., providing small group
instruction for Native American students, interpreting the meaning of silence in other
cultures, creating a classroom atmosphere of respect for different cultures); field trips. In
one district where REACH (multicultural awareness) training was suggested by some
respondents, the school district was described as being unreceptive.

Funding

Inadequa.e resources and funding for bilingual services were noted by most respondents
involved with migrant progiams. Limited funding restricted districts' ability to provide
bilingual programs, and forced districts to rely on existing staff, rather than hiring trained
bilingual staff. Bilingual programs are frequently underfunded and isolated, often
reoiring professional staff to perform secretarial duties and purchase supplies.

The $500 that districts can claim for serving migrant students is seen by some as an
incentive for qualification but not services. This coupled with an unwillingness to use
basic education funds to support bilingual services raised questions about the adequacy of
programs for migrant students.
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Communication Between Tribes and Schools

Poor communication between tribes and schools was mentioned frequently as a barrier to
providing educational services. Tribal representatives felt that districts make decisions
without consulting tribal leadership. Poor communication leads to misunderstandings.
Tribes perceive that their needs have been set aside. A long history of racial conflict was
identified by several respondents.

Many school district personnel recognized that they had been unsuccessful in
communicating with tribal leadership. Some district personnel Lelt rebuffed by the tribes,
indicating that the political climate was bad, or that "we don't speak the same language."
Turnover in trib ' leadership was identified as a barrier to ongoing distlict-tribal
communication.

One district attributes much of its success in serving its large population of Native
American students to monthly meetings of the school board and the tribal senate, which
have served as a forum for parents, school staff, and tribal leaders to discuss their
concerns.

One of the most frequently mentioned approaches for addressing this problem was using
a Native American liaison. Many times these positions were funded by Johnson
O'Malley (JOM) funds. Liaisons assumed many different roles: working with students
and parents, trouble shooting on behalf of students by observing in classes, arranging
meetings between parents and teachers to discuss educational placements and problems,
and providing transportation for parents. The role of the liaison is a still being
developed in many districts, and the liaison often continues to be viewed as a "policeman"
rather than as a member of the educational team.

Preschool and birth-to-three programs for Native American children were mentioned by
many respondents as a ground breaking precedent to increasing interaction between the
tribes and the sehools. Some of the most successful programs are located on the
reservation and include tribe members and leaders in planning and operation.

Appropriate Services for Migrant Students

In general, respondents were concerned that appropriate progams and services for
migrant and bilingual students were not available. Placement in speciai :Aucation does
not often lead to appropriate services. Few special education staff speak Spanish or have
training in bilingual sf,rvices. A need for special education services with a
bilingual/bicultural component was expressed. Respondents identified the problem of
distinguishing children who are actually handicapped from children who are not proficient
in English, and described their desire to provide services without labelling children.
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Over-referral to special education was seen by some to result from a lack of appropriate
services, particularly bilingual programs for migrant students. Not all the districts have
trained staff to assess and serve bilingual students. Regular education teachers were
viewed as being umilling to implement suggestions from bilingual staff. A lack of
awareness of the importance and nature of bilingual programs was cited as a barrier to
appropriate programming.

Respondents recommended a team effort for identifying and assessing children with
limited English proficiency for special education. The team would represent special
education, bilingual, and ESL staff. Placing children who are a focus of concern in a
bilingual classroom would allow staff to better determine whether the student's
educational deficits result from a handicapping condition or language and cultural
differences. In another district which uses MDTs to identify the most appropriate
placements for Native American students at risk for special education, the MDT process
was recommended for all students.

Appropriate Services fol. Native American Students

Many respondents expressed concern over the lack of appropriate program options for
Native American students, particularly in the secondary area. School district respondents
felt that they had difficulty matching the needs of Native American students to the
existing curriculum. Consumers and parents agreed on their desire for more flexible
hours of attendance, and alternative program offerings.

The relevance of special education classes was caiL into question. In the elementary
grades, respondents felt that removing students from the regular classroom denied them
access to important learning experiences. In the secondary grades, respondents saw a
need for life skills classes and class options that would prepare students for employment
and independent living.

Several respondents also indicated that they would like to see more Native Americans
employed by the school districts as tutors and educators. A number of school districts
did in fact employ Native Americans, particularly in preschool programs. This approach
has been successful in increasing parent involvement and improving relatinnships between
tribes and school districts. One concern was finding trained Native American
nara-prufessionals for tutor and aide positions. Northwest Indian College has a program
to prepare Native Americans for employment in a variety of education and counseling
positions.

Some schools were characterized by consumers as not being proactive. Innovative
programs and new approhes are needed to address the serious problems experienced
by Native American students. Some suggestions for new programs included: alternative
high school programs with flexible hours and relevant classes, tutoring, counseling for
short-term crisis intervention, and an extended school year.
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In some districts, mainstream programming hp...1 increased and respondents were very
supportive.

Preschool and Birth to Three Programs

Preschool programs serving handicapped and non-handicapped children were seen as a
bright spot in the service continuum by an overwhelming number of respondents.
Several of the participating school districts have recently started preschool programs, fre-
quently located on reservations.

Some respondents felt that these programs are very beneficial in preparing young
children for a successful school experience. The programs get parents involved earlier
and to a greaier degree. Trusting relationships are being built over time. One program
even included case management and coordination with Department of Social and Health
services personnel. The programs frequently are housed in a prominent place on the
reservation. In one district however, staff felt that housing the program on the reser-
vation was too isolating.

The preschool to kindergarten transition was described as potentially difficult. One
district reported success with a half-day developmental kindergarten for Native American
preschoolers not yet ready for full-day kindergarten.

Several district respondents mentioned the unmet health needs of preschool/elementary
Native American pupils.

Substance Abuse, Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS), Fetal Alcohol Effects (FAE), and
Teenage Pregnancy

Many respondents raised concerns about the ability of school districts and the adequacy
of resources to provide programs for the anticipated influx of children affected by
pre-natal drug/alcohol abuse, and AIDS. No solutions were offered, but grave concern
was expressed.

A need for parenting resources (e.g., parent skills training, sex/drug education, homework
assistance training), support and education was raised by several respondents.

Mainstreaming

Serving Native American students in the regular classroom was regarded by consumers
and school district personnel alike as important. Parents felt strongly that special
education placem ent was too isolating. Students do not like to be singled-out. Staff and
parent respondents agreed that students miss too much when they are pulled out of
classes.
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Recommendations

The following recommendations follow primarily from interview results. Some of the
recommendations also reflect our review of the literature on educational best practices
for migrant, bilingual, and Native American students. Not all recommendations will
apply to all districts involved in this study.

The interview data collected for this study and findings comprise an extensive needs
assessment, and together with the recommendations, should serve as the basis for future
grant proposals.

Recommendations for Districts Serving Mitrant Students

1. Training for persons administering the LAS should be provided.

Staff administering the LAS to migrant children should receive competency-based
training in the assessment of language dominance and in the administration of the
LAS. The developers of the LAS are available to provide on-site training thrd.t
meets standards for testing.

2. Districts use a standard battery of tests of language dominance and proficiency.
Assessment personnel need to have appropriate training in the use of standardized
tests, in what tests can and cannot do. Personnel also need training in writing
eligibility reports that address the pupil's adaptive behavior, evidence of opportunity to
learn, and appropriate curriculum-based measures. (Please see footnotes 1 and 3.)

3. The use of interpreters in the assessment and screening process needs to be reviewed
in each district. Sta ndards describing how interpreters should assist in the assessment
process and accompanying training for assessment staff and interpreters need to be
developed.

The use of interpreters in test administration will render test scores and results
invalid. Interpreting tests that are normed and standardized for use in English
affects both the reliability and validity of results. It can be argued that the use of
interpreters is just one of many things that affect the usefulness of test results.
Indeed, given the complex nature of language acquisition, the tests themselves
probably do not provide meaningful information for identifying handicapping
conditions or for designing appropriate educational programs.

For these reasons, determining eligibility for special education requires the use of'
professional judgment. Heavy reliance on test scores will result in inappropriate
referrals. Interpreters can be very useful in collecting information that will
enhance the ability of assessment staff to make appropriate referrals to special
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education. We recommend that districts pilot the use of new guidelines for
professional judgment in assessments.

Interpreters can be used very effectively in the assessment process for interviews
and informal assessments that allow the assessment team to observe a child
interacting with a speaker of his native language. In addition, interpreters can
serve as a critical link between parents and the assessment team. Parents are
likely to be the most important source of information when assessing bilingual
children. The cross-cultural project at OSPI is developing materials that will assist
districts in determining the best roles for interpreters.

Assessment teams, including building principals, special educa don teachers,
psychologists, and interpreters, need to be trained on how to most effectively use
interpreter services in the assessment process. In addition, interpreters need
training in each of the specific tasks that they will conduct.

4. Bilingual staff need access to clerical support.

To maximize limited bilingual staff time and resources, clerical support needs to be
provided to reduce the amount of time these professional staff now spend on
clerical/administrative tasks.

5. Districts in Northwest ESD 189 need to work with OSPI to develop guidelines for
training assessment personnel in districts that serve large numbers of migrant students.

The assessment of migrant and bilingual children requires special knowledge.
Districts need guidance and support to assure that assessment staff are adequately
trained in the assessment of bilingual students for special education. State policy
may be needed to require training and provide support for assessment personnel in
districts that serve large numbers of migrant and bilingual students. (Please see
footnote 1.)

6. Districts in Northwest ESD 189 need to work with OSPI to develop guidelines
regarding the assessment of preschool students with limited English proficiency and in
Childfind procedures for this group.

The assessment of preschool children with limited English proficiency presents
special challenges. School district staff need training and support in selecting and
using appropriate instruments for this group. One solution would be to establish a
bilingual/preschool ESD assessment team to provide services on a regional level
and conduct Childfind activities during the summer.

7. Bilingual services aad structured immersion programs need to be available to migrant
children in both regular and special education.
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Research has shown that bilingual instruction la appropriate and most frequently
necessary for children who are educationally at risk. The nature of language
development in the early years jemands that schools focus on developing the
child's native language.

In order to distinguish learning disabled children from children who have limited
English proficiency or who are in transition from Spanish to English, bilingual
services need to be provided outside of special education as well. "Submersion"
programs where only English is spoken are not effective. A properly conducted
immersion program utilizes instruction in English with explanations in Spanish.
Appropriate bilingual programs require teachers who are bilingual. There are now
no bilingual programs in the region; we recommend that bilingual programs be
increased across the state. (Please see footnotes 2 and 3 and final
recommendation.)

8. State guidelines need to be established to clarify the distinctions between ESL,
migrant, bilingual and other programs serving non-English speaking children to assure
that non-migrant bilingual children are receiving services.

Nonmigrant bilingual children are "falling through the cracks" despite their need
for bilingual programs. Small districts or districts with small numbers of bilingual
students need support in serving bilingual students. Regional and itinerant support
services may need to be developed.

9. District level policies and procedures regardinr the use and updating of MSRTS data
need to be developed.

MSRTS data need to be accessed immediately upon the arrival of a new migrant
student. District procedures need to clarify who is responsible for forwarding dat
to the classroom teacher, what the timeline is for receipt of the data (e.g., within 5
days), what actions should be taken by the teacher if the informatio.i is not
received inside the specified time frame, and the process for calling the sending
school district if MSRTS data is incomplete.

Each district had a person who was designated to update MSRTS data on a
regular basis. Care should be taken to assure that this information is updated at
least monthly. Other staff in the district need to know who had been designated to
update and retrieve MSRTS data. In addition, staff need to receive training on
how tr, access and use MSRTS data.



Recommendations for Districts $ervigig Native American Stwients

1. Preschool programs, including birth to 3, for Native American handicappe( and
nonhandicar ;iod children should be used as an opportimity to stimulate and build
parent involv..ment.

Preschool programs and birth to 3 programs offer districts an excellent opportunity
to foster parent involvement and set tht stage for future relationships with families.
Special attention should be given to fostering positive relationships during the
trantitiun from preschool to kindergarten.

2. Native American liaisons should be viewed as members of the educatioaai team and
used to fuster positive relationship between tribal members and the schools.

Frequently supported by JOM funds, the liaisons can assist districts in
communicating with parents, examining program options; providing transportation,
and working v. ,!, tribal leadership.

3. Thoughtful and consistent efforts are needed to improve the communication and
working relationship between tribal leadership and tht. schools.

Before individuals within the districts and the tribes cars work together, the two
systems need to be working together. La Conner School District provides one
example of how 'tribal leadership and th e. school districts can collaborate to
improve educational programs for Native American students. Four years ago, the
UIConner school board began to meet monthly with the tribal senate, and these

eetings have become an educational forum where parents, district staff, and tribal
members can and do voice their concerns and influence district and tribal policies.

4. Schools need to explore the use of Native American tutoring programs for
handicapped and non-handicapped students as a means of promoting cuhural
self-awareness, interaction among Native American students, and drug/alcL hol
awareness programs, as well as a means to provide educational support.

The integration of Native American students into ale schools has frequently
reduced their contact w;th their culture and with other Native American students.
Many respondents indicated a need to address substance abuse problems among
Native American youth.
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Recommendations for Districts ServinE MiEranatilingual and Native American Students

1. School districts need to carefully examine their policies for obtaining informed consent
for assessment and IEPs.

With regard to migrant students, districts need to make sure that interpreters are
trained in the assessment and IEP process, parent rights, informed consent, and
due process procedures. To be effective, interpreters need to be more than just
literal interpreters.

When obtaining parental consent for subsequent IEPs, the district's minimum
effort should be to mail forms and make a phone call to the family to explain the
forms. Districts are required to provide forms in Spanish; however, mailing these
forms does not respect the congressional intent to assure that parents fully
understP.nd their rights in the assessment and educational process, which requires
bilingual presentation of written materials. This is an Office of Civil Rights (OCR)
requirement, with enforcement under Section 504.

2. Districts should make accommodations to help parents attend meetings at school.

Some successful accommodations include: providing transportation, enlisting the
help of other agencies or tribal representatives, scheduling meetings at night for
migrant families, involving the Mig4ant Advisory Council.

3. Districts need to provide assessment staf' with training in aspects of N ative American
and Hispanic cultures that may affect assessment results and interpretation.

District personnel explicitly requested training in Native American culture. The
fact we did not hear any requests for similar training in Hispanic culture suggests a
need for increased awareness of Hispanic cultural issues. Child rearing practices,
ceremonies, religion, interpersonal interactions, family roles and dynamics are
among the areas on which school staff need information.

4. Districts should conduct an annual internal review of am; incidence of migrant and
Native American students in special education as a part of their evaluation of
assessment and placement practices.

The disproportionate representation of minorities in sp.!cial education should
trigger ar internal district review. Reasons for disproportionate representation
need to be identified. Data collected for this study show that Native American
students are frequently over represented in special education, 1111d that migrant and
bilingual students are under represented.
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5. The practice of using migrant home visitors and Native American liaisons as
"messengers" for informed consent and IEP sign-offs needs to be examined.

The difficulty districts have in contacting minority parents has led some districts to
use "messengers" to obtain consent from parents. The legal ramifications of this
practice as well as the broader issue of parent involvement need to be examined.

Interpreters who are used by districts to obtain informed consent from minority
parents need training in special education regulations.

6. Districts need to conduct careful internal reviews of parent involvement and due
process practices to assure compliance with the law.

Many comments regarding unequal treatment of minority parents were received
from parents as well as staff. If minority parents feel that they are being treated
unfairly, it has implications for the districts' ability to educate students and obtain
meaningful parent involvement.

7. Systems for collecting incidence data and monitoring the status of drop-outs need to be
put into place.

Districts need to track and follow minority drop-outs in order to identify reasons
for dropping out (e.g., irrelevant curricula, inappropriate instructional practices,
druWalcohol problem, poor performance), current status of drop-outs, and the
number of drop-outs who migrate or re-enroll.

8. Drop-out prevention efforts need to be implemented beginning at the elementary
level.

Districts reported that the drop-out problem becomes serious by middle school.
Efforts to prevent students from dropping out in middle and high school need to
begin at the elementary level and continue through the secondary grades.

9. In consultation with tribal leadership and migrant/bilingual representatives, district staff
need to carefully scrutinize program options at the secondary level to determine if they
meet students' academic, vocational, and life skills needs. Particular attention should
be paid to the relevance of program otiFrings for studehts from non-anglo cultures.

Some believe the term "pushed-out" to be more accurate than "dropped-out" when
referring to the large numbers of Native American and migrant/bilingual students
who do not co...--,plete high school. Providing Lppropriate services to this group
may require complete revamp of the secondary curriculum rather than simply
adding a class or two. Programs that are relevant to the needs of minority students
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at risk of dropping out should be made available in all districts, and should be
linked to post-school options in the community.

10. Cultural awareness training should be provided to all new teachers.

Teachers serving minority populations must be sensitive to cultural issues. Some
districts screen applicants for cultural awareness in the hiring process. Districts
should consider identifying a community contact to assist in cultural awareness
training. In some districts, a tribal representative or education sNcialist, for
example, may be contracted to introduce district staff to the local Native American
culture. AEACH staff and ESD staff may be available to provide support

11. Districts should use flexibility in scheduling classes and in constructing programs to
assure that the needs of minority students are met.

A student's involvement in a tribe's fishing season or a harvesting season may
seriously conflict with rigid class schedules. Flexible programs must be available
for the needs of local minority groups. Some successful options include half-day,
late starting, and evening classes, and summer school.

12. Schools should create a learning environment that respects and supports the cultures
of minority students.

Schools which encourage structuring the learning environment to reflect and
incorporate the culture of students demonstrate a respect for minority students and
their families, and enrich the lives of all students by broadening their understanding
of other groups in the comuunity. These cultural programs must include more
than food and dance.

13. There should be an ESD-wide effort to recruit Spanish speaking and Native
American teachers.

Creating an indigenous cadre of trained professionals from the Hispanic and
Native American communities should be a long-term statewide goal. This would
address the major problems the interviews revealed in the areas of appropriate
bilingual assesment, bilingual nstruction, and teachers' understanding/identification
with students' native cultures.

Consideration should be given to developing a career ladder for local Hispanic and
Native American p:. raprofessionals to provide them with on-site training that leads
to a teaching credential (Please see Footnote 4). This training could be offered
through a local community college. By recruiting locally in this way for bilingual
staff, districts may avoid the significant problems of recruiting graduates of
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university programs to rural areas, and struggling with the poor retention rates for
these non-native professionals.
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Footnotes

1. Recommendations for Cognitive Assessment of LEP Students

Best practices in educational assessment for special education placement of
migrant/bilingual and Native American children must reflect current federal and state
regulations regarding the assessment process. Although such guidelines are intended
to insure an appropriate and equitable evaluation, this is often not the case for the
culturally different and bilingual child. Regulations that require administration of
specific standardized tests place the assessment team in a difficult position when they
begin to work with a culturally different student who has been referred to special
education.

Federal safeguards regarding nondiscriminatory assessment are defined in PL 94-142,
Section 612 (5), which requires states to establish appropriate procedures that will not
be racially or culturally discriminatory. These procedures require that an assessment
be conducted in the child's native language or mode of communication, and that no
single procedure be the basis for identifying a handicapping condition. Nevertheless,
misclassification and misplacement of culturally different and linguistic minority
children continues to occur ( see Bergin, 1980, Landurand, 1981, Nuttall and
Landurand, 1984 for 1,search on classification and placement of limited English
proficient students). A number of judicial cases have supported Section 612 by
establishing that a student's cultural and linguistic differences may not be used as the
basis of identifying that child as handicapped (see Lora v. Board of Education of the
City of New York, 465 F. Supp. 1211 [1977], Guadalupe v, Tempe Elementary School
District case [1971]).

How might an assessment team conduct a nonbiased assessment for these students
while meeting the federal and state requirements for testing? We be:teve that it is
important to respond to the curri...,t coLstraints that limit the conteilt and the process
of special education assessment. Thus, we offer suggestions to assessment teams when
they find that they are required to administer certain standardized tests which may be
inappropriate for either bilingual or Native American children when interpreted in the
prescribed manner. However, we also hope that such assessment requirements will be
modified in the near future, and therefore we offer recommendations for best
practices in assessment for bilingual and Native American children without considering
current state and federal constraints.
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Guidelines for the intzpretation of standardized tests with Native American and
bilingual children

1. Standardized test information should be considered as a source of information
rather than a basis for predicting achievement. Such test data can provide
information such as areas of strength and weakness, but the reporting of
standardized scores should be avoided as much as possible. However, bureaucratic
regulations involving eligibility criteria for placement of children in special
education programs often include the requirement that specific IQ scores be
reported in a written assessment summary. For practitioners required to report
scores, it is extremely important that such scores be described in the narrative as
biased, invalid indicators of the intellectual functioning of children from culturally
different backgrounds. A description of the child's behavior during the test, and
any particular strengths or weaknesses in test performance will provide more useful
information for educational programming than IQ scores alone.

2. Multiple sources of information should be incorporated into the assessment process
regardless of the suspected handicapping condition including: observational data,
language dominance information, family and teacher interview data, and adaptive
behavior data.

Because intelligence tests are a significant component of most special education
assessments, we encourage district assessment teams to review current research.
We believe that the growing research on tests for Native American and Hispanic
students will help team members as they try to make equitable intervention
decisions.

Recommended Best Practices in the Assessment of Bilingual and Native American
children

An excellent resource on testing/assessment of culturally different children can be
found in the CEC publication entitled Education of Culturally and Linguistically
Different Exceptional Children, edited by Philip C. Chinn. The chapter on assessment
by Nuttall, Landurand, and Goldman, "A Critical Look at Testing and Evaluation from
a Cross-cultural Perspective" describes the culturally and linguistically different
population and provides a variety of possible approaches to reduce bias in testing.
The approach they recommend is referred to as the global approach and it is
described as follows:

" In this approach, nonbiased assessment is viewed as a process rather than a set of
instruments. Multifactored assessment values language dominance, adaptive
behavior, and sociocultural background (Reschly, 1978). Every step in the
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assessment process is evaluated as a possible source of bias (Tucker, 1980). The
advantage of this approach is that it is the most comprehensive and realistic
approach so far developed to aid the practitioner in identifying the sources of bias
operating in the assessment system. The disadvantages in this approach are that it
underestimates the role of content bias of tests, it is too time consuming and it
does not guarantee eliminating bias. An example of this approach is included in
Tucker's (1980) Nineteen Ste s for Assuring Non-biased Placement of Students in
Special Education" (p. 55).

When a referred student is limited English proficient, then the assessment team
should include at least one person who speaks the child's language and is familiar
with the child's culture and with bilingual education.

Areas of assessment should include the following:

1. A determination of language proficiency in both the child's native language and
in English. Further, both oral and written proficiency should be determined.

2. The student should be observed in a variety of settings (regardless of the
suspected handicapping condition).

3. A comprehensive home survey should be completed by an assessment team
member who is familiar with the child's culture and language. This survey should
address the educational background of the child, the primary language of the
family as well as the neighborhood, and the level of experience the child has had
with the English-speaking culture.

4. A medical exam can reveal important information about linguistically and
culturally different children.

5. An academic assessment should be conducted in the child's primary language as
well as in English. Informal inventories and curriculum based measurement should
be included in the academic assessment (p. 57).

Another excellent resource that provides recommendations for nonbiased assessment
for bilingual students is a CEC publication by Maximino Plata entitled, Assessment
Placement, and Pro rammin of Bilin ual Exceptional Pu ils: A Practical Approach.
Steps for assessment are similar to those listed above.

According to Cummins (1984), the classroom teacher should assume much of the
responsibility in the assessment process because there are so few standardized
instruments with any demonstrated validity for bilingual students. Nevertheless, the
WISC-R is a frequently administered IQ test, even with minority children. Cummins
(1984) offers the following suggestions for interpreting WISC-R subtests:
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a) We know that it takes at least five years for immigrant students who arrive
after the age of 6 years to acquire age-appropriate proficiency in both
cognitive and academic areas. Thus, if a child has been administered the
verbal subtests of the WISC-R and has not been exposed to English for at
least 5 years, then the score should be considered an underestimate of the
child's potential.

b) If a bilingual child is progressing so Oat the academic gap between him and
his native English speaking peers is continuously closing, then that child is
probably not handicapped. However, if a child's performance over time does
not illustrate a "catching up" rate of progress, or if the level of achievement
stays somewhat flat, then it is important to consider some type of alternative
instruction and perhaps more comprehensive assessment.

c) Although it is generally assumed that LEP children perform better on the
nonverbal performance scale of the WISC-R, there is some evideme that
both the performance and the verbal scales may seriuusly underestimate the
potential of LEP children.

It has been suggested that all LEP students be tested in both their native
language and English, with the highest score considered as representative of
the student's level of language development. However, it is important to
remember that if a child obtains low scores on both tests, those scores may
be a function of inappropriate tests in both languages rather than a function
of the child's actual level of language development.

2. Appropriate Services for Bilin rgiL_Sit tudents

a) According to Cumrnins (1984), "immersion programs, properly understood
and implemented, appear to represent an appropriate form of enrichment
bilingual education for all students, majority and minority, learning disabled
and non-disabled. Such programs result in additive bilingualism at no
apparent cost to children's personal or academic development" (p. 176-177).
Cummins states that there are no data to support the position that bilingual
instruction is inappropriate (i.e., too confusing) for students who are at risk
or may be experiencing learning difficulties.

An alternative viewpoint regarding structured immersion is presented by
Gersten, Woodward, and Moore (1988). The authors present data to
support that d:.ect instruction, when utilized within a carefully planned
structured immersion program in which an academic instruction is presented
in English, can be extremely successful. The authors emphasize that it is
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important to merge the English instruction with academic skills by using the
child's native language to reinforce and clarify concepts, and by including
discussion of the child's home culture. Finally, the authors noted that
involving parents increased their support of the bilingual program.

3. Issues in Lansuage Proficiency

With many migrant students, language proficiency is a critical area of assessment
and educational programming. P.tere is rnuoh research that addresses best
practices in language assessment for bilingual students and both the Chinn and the
Plata publications (CEC) noted above are excellent resources.

In reviewing the data from our project, it appears that an unusually high
proportion of Native American children are placed in special education, while
migrant/bilingual students seem to be underrepresented in special education. The
reasons for this situation are unclear but one hypothesis is that in the current
practice of primary language screening, the LAS may be used as the primary tool
for determining whether a migrant child is in need of special education. If a child
is not determined to be English proficient, many assessment teams may be
reluctant to continue with a special education referral, and may instead refer the
child for bilingual/migrant assistance in the school setting rather than for a
multidisciplinary team assessment.

It is certainly not clear from the study data that more LEP students should be
referred to special education; rather we suggest that districts consider the
significance that is given to a very brief screening tool (LAS) that provides only
minimal proficiency information about a child. If that tool serves as a special
education screening instrument (albeit inadvertently), then alternative procedures
need to be explored. For example, if a child is not proficient in English, and is
struggling in the classroom, then a more comprehensive informal assessment might
be considered rather than focusing primarily upon language proficiency. Many of
the assessment procedures outlined above would be appropriate in a non-special
education diagnostic evaluation.

4. Personnel Preparation Models

The following personnel preparation projects funded by the U.S. Department of
Educa:ion, Office of Special Education Programs, have developed models for
providing a range of training for paraprofescionals and Native American
individuals including inservice training for paraprofessionals in identification of
preschool children with communication problems, and mater's level training for
Native American staff:

Papago Special Education Personnel
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Preparation Program
Indian Oasis School District
Sells, Arizona

The Navajo Special Education Clinical
Teacher Development Program

Navajo Tribe
Division of Education
Window Rock, Arizona

Program for Paraprofessional Training in Special
Education and Related Services

Dull Knife Memorial College
Lame Deer, Montana

Inservice Training for Native American Paraprofessionals
in Communication Disorders

Southwest Communications Resources, Inc.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Several recommendations frcin this study merit special consideration by Office of the
Superintendent of Public Instruction staff. These recommendations relate to two major
issues: inservice training in the assessment of bilingual and LEP students, and preservice
training of bilingual/bicultural and Native American staff.

Inservice Trainimi in Test Administration

School district staff interviewed in the NW ESD 189 region indicated a need for training
in screening and assessment procedures for bilingual and Native American pupils. This
training would prepare staff to administer tests of language dominance, language
proficiency, and special education eligibility. Respondents cited the use of instruments,
like the LAS, for which district staff were not adequately trained. In other cases,
interpreters were used to administer tests for which they had not been properly trained.

State-sponsored inservice training in appropriate assessment and identification
procedures for bilingual, LEP, and Native American students would address this need.
Small rural school districts with small but growing numbers of minority students are likely
to be overlooked in directing inservice opportunities to regions of more obvious need
(e.g., Yakima valley) with higher concentrations of minority students. Inseivice topics
suggested by this study would be:

Appropriate tests and procedures for assessing language dominance and
proficiency
Alternative procedures for documenting special education eligibility
Procedures for writing eligibility reports describing a pupil's actual level of functioning
Standards for intelpreter qualifications training in assessment, and special
education and due process procedures
District requirements for obtaining informed consent and other due process
procedures

Recruitment and Training of Bilingual and Bicultural Staff

Many of the problems faced by the small rural districts in this study were related to the
lack of bilingual and/or bicultural teaching staff. For example, interpreters who were not
properly trained in test administration were used in districts to administer tests in the
native language. In other districts, Native American liaisons withoot proper training in
education procedures were used to obtain informed consent form Native American
parents. A long-term statewide goal should be to recruit and train Hispanic and Native
American teachers, instructional assistants, and related services staff.

The difficulty that small rural districts have in recruiting and maintaining bilingual
educators who are imported from urban areas and universities are well documented.
Serious consideration should be given to implementing career ladder training
opportunities on-site in the districts needing bilingual and Native American staff.
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PPrcent of Native AmerIcant Migrant, and Bilingual Students in Special Education

% of total enrollment
in special education

% of Native Americans
in total enrollment

% of Native Americans
in special education

% of special education
enrollment Native American

% of migrant in total
enrollment

% of migrant in special
education

% of special education
enrollment migrant

% of M.lingual/non-migrant
in total enrollment

% of bilingual/non-migrant
in special education

% of special education
bilingual/non-migrant

NA = not applicable in district

School Districts

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 r,

9% 10% 5% 10% 16% 17%2 13% 11%

2% 12% 1% 1% 8% 32% 1% unk.

22% 13% 24% 33% 11%1 32%3 15%
5

unk.

6% 16% 4% 3% 5% 60% 8% 6%

0 <1% 5% 3% 0 7% 0 2%

0 0 3% 0 0 3% 0 21%

NA* NA 2% NA NA 1% NA 3%

1% <1% <1% <1% 0 0 <1% <1%

3% 14%4 0 0 0 0 5% 0

<1% <1% NA NA NA NA <1% NA

1 11 of 16 are in developmental preschool program on reservation; adjusted to 5 to exclude preschool age population.
2 14 students from out of district were excluded.
3 Includes preschool handicapped.
4 This is 1 student out of 7
5 11 of 97 are in developmental preschool program; adjusted to 86 to exclude preschool-aged populations.
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Native American Research and Training Center
Northern Arizona University
NAU Box 5630
Flagstaff, AZ 86011

Under the auspices of a federal grant, the following annotated bibliographies were
produced by staff of the Native American Research and Training Center, under the
direction of Joanne Curry O'Connell and Marilyn J. Johnson:

No. 1 Assessment issues
No. 2 Rehabilitation issues
No. 3 Special education issues
No. 4 Family issues
No. 5 Mental health issues
No. 6 Health care issues
No. 7 Medically related disability issues

National Early Childhood Technical Assistance System (NECTAS)
CB #8040
Suite 500 NCNB Plaza
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8040
(919) 962-2001

A Bibliography of Selected Resources o:i Cultural Diversity
For parents and professionals working with young children who have, or are at risk
for, disabilities. 1989.

This bibliography is divided into two sections. The first section contains general
references on cultural diversity. The second section contains bibliographic
materials on the following populations:

Asian
Black
Hispanic
Native American/Alaska Native

Each section includes information on printed materials and on
organizations/resources.



ERIC Clearinghouse for Handicapped and Gifted Children
Council for Exceptional Children
1920 Association Drive
Reston, VA 22091-1589
(703) 620-3660

Identification and assessment of exceptional bilingual students (Computer search
reprint). (1988, May). (Stock No. 568).

American Council on Rural Special Education (ACRES)
National Rural Development Institute
Western Washington University
Miller Hall 359
Bellingham, WA 98225
(706) 676-3576

ACRES cross-cultural bibliography for rural special educators (1988, February).
Bellingham, WA: National Rural Development Institute.



Other Resources

The Educational Materials and Services Center
144 Railroad Avenue, Suite 107
Edmonds, WA 98020

The EMSC works with educators and other professionals to:
Improve academic achievement for all students
Implement strategies for prejudice reduction
Develop skills and knowledge in the area of multicultural education
Maximize equality of opportunity for all groups
Improve students' self-concepts
Find positive solutions to the educational challenges of diversity

EMSC offers training, publications, research assistance, resource materials,
curriculum development, and consultant services. For information contact Cherry A.
McGee Banks (206)775-3582.

ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools.
ERIC/CRESS
Box 3AP
New Mexico State University
Las Cruces, NM 88003-0042.
(505)646-2623.

Published the Directory of organizations and activities in American Indian Education.

National Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education
1300 Wilson Boulevard
Suite B2-11
Rosslyn, VA 22209

Publishes a monthly series of papers, FOCUS, and a quarterly newsletter, FORUM.

National Association of Bilingual Education
1201 16th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
(202)822-7870

Publishes the National Association of Bilingual Education Journal.

Asian Bilingual Cross-Cultural Material Development Center
615 Grant Ave., 2nd Floor
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San Francisco, CA 94108
(415) 49 -2472

Bilingual Education Service Center
500 South Dwyer Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60005

National Assessment and Dissemination Center
49 Washington Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02140
(617) 492-0505

Native American Research and Training Center
Northern Arizona University
NAU Box 5630
Flagstaff, AZ 86011

National Advisory Council on Indian Edtscation
2000 L Street NW, Suite 574
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 634-6160

Bureau of Indian Affairs Advisory Committee
for Exceptional Children

1951 Constitution Avenue, Room 4244
Washington, DC 20245
(202) 343-6675

EPICS Project
Southwest Communication Resources
P.O. Box 788
Bernalillo, NM 87004
(505) 867-3396

The EPICS Project provides materials and resources for the parents of Indian
children with special needs. The EPICS Messenger is a newsletter for parents of
Native American children which includes related articles and a calendar of upcoming
events.

Mountain Plains Regional Resource Center
1780 North Research Parkway, Suite 112 6C)



Logan, UT 84321
(801) 752-0238

The Mountain Plains Resource Center is a resource for state agencies and
professionals working with Native American families and the BIA.
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District II

111 (2) 131 (4) (5) III

Inforeants al Tests for doeinant language? Tests for special ed placeeent al Interpreter to screen/ a) Informed consent froe non- Assesseent for preschool LEP Place LEP students in special

bl bilingual screening? to establish language coepe- assess? English speaking parents? special ed candidates? ed due to lack of other

cl Given by professional fluent

in child's language?

tency given in both languages? bl Training for interpreters?

cl Interpreter literate?

bl Due process fores sailed?

cl Sieiiar for eigrant I NA?

options?

Special Ed. al LAS Process isi al No. !his is unfortunate but al Obtain by having a trans- No response. No response.

Staff

District It

01 LAS

lie are aware of the lieits

of this ensure.

cl by trained ESL aides or the

eigrant coop coordinator.

11 Consult with migrant coord,

21 Obtain LAS results.

3) Review history and rate of

progress in current

progris.

there is a low referral

rate. Inappropriate to use

interpreteri risk of

changing test in terms of

easureeent.

lator present fo: Spanish

and Caebodian,

bl Yes. For Spanish trollies,

cl Sam procedure.

They speak Spanish. Ile

don't have Asian speakers.

41 If props. is appropriate,

use non-verbal test.

5) Academic tests in Spanish

or English.

Inforeants

111

Reporting eigrant students to

special education?

1BI

!raining of special education

staff.

III

a) Special ed. eligibility

based on professional iudg-

sent?

14 Rationale.

1101

al Parent participating in IEP?

bl How frequent?

cl Accomeodations.

(ill

Unique problees and solutions,

Special Ed.

Staff

District It

Iconi.)

All students reported to spe-

cial ed. office. Migrant in-

cluded in counting and report-

ing as required.

l:i

School psychologist has attend-

d workshops. Psychologist as

teas leader consults with ei-

grant coordinator on appro-

priate course of action,

al No igrants at this tiee

have been qualified on pro-

fessional iudgeent. Has

been used in past to reeove

identified students or not

qualify referred students.

Have 1 NA in special ed .

based on professional judo-

sent.

bl Make hose visits to cLcain

history, parents view of

child, and parent desires.

Also eget at school. Or

school psychologist eeets

with igrant coordinator iC f

no hose or school visit is

possible. Look it pultiple

school placeeents, absen-

teeise, lastly history.

a) Yes. Every effort is ade

to include thee.

cl In one case a hose visit

was eade.

No response.
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District II

,

(11 I'll (3) (4) (S) 1111

Inlotaants al Tests for dominant language tests for special ed placement a) Interpreter to screen/ al Informed consent from non- Assessment for preschool LEP Place LEP students in special

bl bilingual screening? to establish language compe- assess? English speaking parents? special ed. candidates? ed due to lack of other

cl Given by professional fluent

in child's language?

tency given in both languages? bl training for interpreters?

c) Interpreter literate?

bl Due process forms mailed?

cl Similar for savant I NA?

option5 ?

Special Ed. al LAS Process iss a) No. this is unit. -unate but al Obtain by having a trans- No response. No response.

Staff 01 LAS 11 Consult with migrant coord. there is a lot' referral lator present for Spanish

District II We are aware of the limits 2) Obtain LAS results. rate. Inappropriate to use and Cambodian.

01 this measure. 51 Review history and rate of interpreter: risk of bl Yes. For Spanish families.

c) by trained ESL aides or the

migrant coop coordinator.

progress in current

propel.

changing test in teras of

measurement.

cl Sage procedure.

They speak Spanish. We

don't have Asian speakers.

41 If progral is apprepriate,

use non-verbal test.

51 Academic tests in Spanish

or English.

-_

Informants

(7)

Reporting migrant students to

special education?

181

Training of special education

staff.

(9)

a) Special ed. eligibility

basei on professional judg-

sent?

bl Rationale.

t

1101

al Parent participating in IEP?

bl How frequent?

cl Accomsodations.

1111

Unique probless and solutions.

Special Ed. All students reported to spe- School psychologist has attend- I No migrants at this time al Yes. Every effort is made No response.

Std11 cut ed. office. Migrant in- d workshops. Psychologist as have been qualified on pro- to include thee.

District It cluded in counting and report- tea. leader consults with mi- fissional judgment. Has cl In ore case a hoile visit

Icont.1 mg as required. grant coordinator on appro-

priate course of action.

been used in past to remove

identified students or not

qualify referred studrnts.

was made.

bI

Have 1 NA in special ed.

based on professional judg-

sent.

Flake hose visits to claain

history, parents' view of

child, and parent desires.

ti 4 i

Also meet at school. Or

school psychologist meets

with migrant coordinator if

no L.ae or school visit is

possible. Look at multiple

school placesents, absen-

teeism, family history.

.
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District 12

Informants

III

a) lests for dominant language

bl lilingual screening?

cl Riven by professional fluent

in child's language?

121

tests for special ed placement

to establish language cow-

tency given in both languages?

131

al Interpreter to screen/

assess?

III training for interpreters?

cl Interpreter literate?

111

al Inforsed consent fron non-

English speaking parents

bl Due process forms sailed?

cl Sieilar for igrant i NA?

151

Assesseent for preschool LEP

special ed candidates?

161

Plate LEP students in special

ed due to lack of other

options?

Adoinistralor

District 12

al fReferred to staff.)

tit Ses.

Screen for language, cultural,

and environeental bocoground

al 1 people OM iS inter-

preters (leather and 3

al Contacted by home visits.

cl Same for NA.

leacher goes to migrant cellos

before school. After screening

Never.

cl Administered by profession-

al oho IS bilingual.

before referral to special ed. aides),

111 Literate in Spanish.

children are referred for

school-based assesseent.

Psychologist al Child study teas. al Ves. Migrant ed. staff. al Psychologist discusses with Referral is sade then screening 1 am not aware of that ever

District 12 bl No screening tool in Meet with interpreter prior parents using interpreter at hope. Assess at school using happening.

special ed. to etting to discuss and then both go to hose. If-Alt, Vineland, 01/11I. then

cl Don't know about training

staff have received, but

they are very merienced.

content.

bl trained in nigrant proven.

cl All are Hispanic.

III Nothing is sailed.

el Not many NA.

ADI eeting.

leacher's Aide al LAS and DISIAR langilge Usually not given in both al Usually noi for special ed. I I go to the home and tell Migrant teacher sakes sure that

District 12 test. languages. Interpreters don't do the parents about the only handicapped are placed IA

111 WRAI for quick screen.

cl Certified teacher does all

testing.

testing, they just

interpret for parents.

forms. 1 always go with a

special ed leather, never

alone. 1 go to translate.

special ed.

Parent

District 12

Not asked. they give tests in both

languages. I's not sure about

special ed.

Gon't know. 1 Home visitor goes to hose

to emplain.

Not asked. I don't think so.



District 12 Itont.1

Inforoants

Administrator

District 12

Icunt.1

Psychologist

District 12

lcont.1

friths-, s Aid,

District 12

Icont.1

Parent

District 12

Iconi.1

121

Reporting sigrant students to

special education/

training til special education

stall.

a) Special ed eligibility

based on professional iudl'

sent?

b) Rationale.

1101

al Parent participating in IIP?

61 Mow frequent?

c) Accommodations.

Unique problems and solutions.

lhrough (WS. Records clerk

assists migrant teacher.

bigral teacher reports to

special ee. office.

I don') know. lut in one case

or were notified immediately

About a severely handicapped

boy.

7.1

No special training because

there art so few in special ed.

ISOMPA (System 01 Multicultural

Pluralistic Assessmentl

training.

I don't know.

leachers aides in migrant

program go to workshops.

al Almost never. Rave probably al

never placed a eigrant

student in ID category. cl

that relies too heavily on

professional Judgment.

hI Psychologists hare a

specific procedure.

al 11 child really fails

dismally in migrant program

we say refer to special ed.

I can only think of 2 in I

years.

111 Vineland, home visit,

questionnaires, reports.

a)

bl

None right now.

Migrant teacher assists

staff with rationale

question.

Not asked.

al

hI

Yes. be art guile

persistent.

High school is hardest. NA

parents more likely to

require home visit. Migrant

parents generally always

come to school.

Not all attend. Always

invited.

Malority cost to school. No

difference in participation

Compared to other families.

be go on home visits and

arrange for interpreters

whelk needed.

al Parents are always

involved.

cl I translate in the home or

at school.

al

11 Funds. Resources art being reduced.

21 lairoult. It varies fro family to family with the NA

students. The percentages look lint but they de not tell thO

lull story. NA with tribal affiliations art at greater risk.

Migrant drop-out rate is probably significant too.

31 Structure. Our 11-I structure allows us to beep siddle stbial

n umbers down in each school. less like high sthool. Closer

relationships with teachers and greater opportunity ler

participation in activities.

41 Culture. I wonder il they art true Cultural differences r

just a salter et being adrift in our society.

SI Coordination with tribe. Only passing alleopts at contacts

w ith tribal leaders.

it Singling out NA students. Adolescent NA students don't want

to be singled out. Young limes like spetial attention. 1181

necessarily a culler/1 issue.

11

21

II

21

411011 Oft provided.

Interpreters and transport-

1ies. 1

21

31

14)

Parents agree too easily. They feel we art the miens and

agree with whatever we think is best. I don't leel

tostortallt with that.

Successful accomoodations. king to their home, having very

fell people at eetings. It is iiiportant to be human and lot

arrogant.

bilingual or Anglo.

:::::ren IS

fine. In higher grades, more absenteeiss especially tor those

w ith learning problems. brop-out rale is higher lot swami

students in my opinion.

Drop-outi. loth of sy children dropped oot. I got her Ifl,

however.

Moroni (puma. Keels Oftft/SORIA Inlatid 81 rtouirtd

Medical services. Migrant program has funds to pay for seeded

services.

Migunt program. bid not have enough space before. Nov we

have a trailer.
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Informants al tests for dominant language?

bl Bilingual screening?

0 Given by professional fluent

in child's language?

121

Tests for special ed placement

to establish language compe-

tency given in both languages?

[MIME V

131

a) Interpreter to screen/

assess?

101 training for interpreters?

CI Interpreter literate?

al Informed consent from non-

English speaking parents?

NI Due process forms mailed?

Et Similar for migrant I NA?

IS)

Assessment for preschool LEP

special ed. candidates?

Place LEP students in special

ed due to lack of other

options?

Administrator

District II

Administrator

District 13

Teacher

District II

leacher

District 13

leacher's Aide

District 13

Administrator,

Other Agency

District IS

al We use the LAS. Same used

by ESL program.

cl Given by fluent Hispanic

bilingual/bicultural staff.

a) HIS (Hoge language Survey)

first to determine language

spoken at home. then LAS.

cl Given by fluent Spanish

speakers.

al las; PreLAS for ages I-6.

bl Yes.

LAS

May be given by teachers

mho are not bilingual at

other schools. I. not

Sure.

EMS is used tor screening.

Some aides administer LAS

English version and they

are not bilingual. All who

use the Spanish version

have had ellensive train-

ing.

a) I don't know.

bi I believe a trained profes-

sional is used for screen-

ing bilingual children.

No, not routinely, but some-

times. It's a Judgment call.

Woodcock-Johnson is given in

both Spanish and English.

a)

11

c)

Yes. Interpreter used in

both screening and assess-

ment.

Pained by school psychol-

ogist.

Always literate.

Didn't answer.

lough one. I always do both a)

English and Spanish LAS. Wood-

cock-Johnson Spanish version is

supposed to be invalid. Some-

times questions are not in my cl

language or child's language so

I have to change this.

No. Not routinely. al

b)

lilingual instructional

aides are used sometimes.

Usually, certified bilin-

gual teacher.

Literate.

On occasion m aide who may

not be very knowledgeable

is used.

No formal training.

Not always.

al For LIP, migrant home

visitor goes with staff to

obtain consent.

bl Due process forms mailed to

NA parents since they speak

English.

al Migrant records clerk is

frequently used. In one

case of SID, Hispanic Ment-

al Health helped, also ESD

b)

al I went to a home with the

special ed teacher once to

obtain permission and get

developmental history. Par-

ent comes to school where

test results are scored.

bl Sometimes forms are mailed.

they are written in English

with a nolt in Spanish

saying to please sign and

return. I requested that

someone go to the home and

emplain the forms.

they Are trying to do that now. We send Spanish speaking (only) al

They use bilingual aides who parents to the school where

are very thorough. there are 2 bilingual teachers

who are literate.

bl

I don't know. al Interpreters always used if

necessary.

bi trained by migrant ed.

staff in district.

c) Fluent speakers and also

literate.

I used to take forms out to

parents but nom I insist

that a special ed. repre-

sentative Come along.

We never mail forms.

Home visits by bilingual stall

or parent is asked to come to

school, they contact us tor

transportation.

We contract with a private

agency for preschool services

and I don't know what they do.

Don't know.

I don't know.

I have no idea.

I didn't know until 2 weeks ago

that parents coold request pre-

school services for handicapped

children. A migrant family from

haat told ee about it.

Not askel.

No. There ars so many other

programs that it is not a

problem.

No. Always go to home and spend

personal time with the SWIM.

Faculty doesn't over-refer.

Yes, I think so, but not since

I've been here (2 years). I

wonder, even nom, when kids are

referred if it's because there

is a problem getting other

services.

Trying hard to find other

options. Ne don't have a

bilingual program, lust ESL.

No. Never. I can tell which

Hispanic kids are handicapped.

lhe district does a good Job

with assessment and proper

placement.

Not that I !mow of.



District 17: lcont.1

Infest:ants

Adminis(rator

District 13

(cont.)

leacher

District 13

front.)

leacher

District IS

lcont.1

(7)

Reporting migrant students to

special education?

'1 know how a child

'noble under federal

sigrant so, no.

I call MSRIS myself. Data

should be on MSRIS form.

MSRIS files are incomplete so

often. M5R1S files are late.

Sometimes takes weeks tor files

to get to the right school.

hey are not reported to us

right dray. Ne have to do the

tracking ourselves.

- . _--^---_-

1111

!raining of special education

staff.

191

al Special ed eligibility

based on professional Judg-

sent?

bl Rationale.

1101

al Parent participating in 1EP?

bl How frequent?

cl Accomoodations.

1111

Unique problems and solutions.

I

(SD 109 inservice, multicul-

tural special ed. conference,

lthough it's not required.

Special training rare.

kot asked.

I don't know of any.

1

I don't Snow.

al No more frequently than any

where else. Rarely.

10 Ile look at Siblings and the

parents view of target

child v. other children in

family. Also look at peer

group. Economic is hardest

to rule out.

111 If Spanish version is ad-

ministered correctly, then

cultural causes are ruled

out according to our psy-

chologist. Hard to rule out

environmental and econmec

factors. Qualification

boils down to teacher and

psychologist's Judgment in

the case where no instru-

gents can be adoinistered.

Don't know.

The tendency is to look for

options other than special ed.

first.

a) LEP parents always invited.

Difficult to get thee to

school.

El Ile go to the home with the

migrant visitor.

al Did not answer.

M Did not answer,

cl Have bilingual staff to

interpret for parents.

I imagine they do, but I have

never been invited to sit in on

an IEP meeting. Some of the

parents don't speak English. 1

don't know why I haven't been

included,

I don't know.

11 Knowledge of culture. Materials are scarce. Conferences are

few.

21 Drop-out rate. I would gueSs it it high.

11 Parent metations. Parents have unreal mentions of what

schools can do.

21 Migrant groom. Migrant propel needs sore outreach support.

Need records clerk and home visitor to be 2 separate staff.

31 Attendance. This is the biggest prolate..

41 Secondary proorams. Ne have a cooputer ed proves that

serves ESL, Mount, and LAP. Students go through counseling,

tutorial and testing, and then are funnelled into ESL, LAP,

or both. Cooputer proorao links to CC and VII.

51 Spanish classes. District provides Spanish classes after

school for staff.

61 MSRIS. Staff nationwide don't contribute data. LoSe a lot of

time tracking inforoation down.

11 Assessment. 1 don't think the special ed. staff are qualified

to assess the LEP students. !he process iS in need of help.

21 Role of migrant teachers. the bilingual teacher is meted

to do everything for these kids: when they are sick we take

them home. 1 had to go to homes to check everyone's Moralism

status for a field trip to Canada. It vas Marrassing.

3) Irenslations. District doesn't translate anything; report

cards, teacher notes, school nurse, etc. 1 have to translate

all of it.

4I Propel improvement. Attempts to nprove things but with the

increase tn the population we need sore bilingual staff. ain

have no secretarial support. I have to go to the office

supply store to buy materials. There is no support for

ordering materials.

Appropriate progress. If you duality a child for special el. ,

there is no one there to serve them. No special ed. staff speak

Spanish.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Dattrict 11 1(0+4.1

Inforsolt

leacher s Aide

District 11

(cont.)

Administrator,

Other Agency

District IS

Icont.1

171

Deporting migrant students to

special education?

101

Training of special education

staff,

191

al Special ed eligibility

based on professional judo-

gent?

bl Rationale.

1101

al Parent participating in IEP?

bl HON frequent?

c) Accommodations.

1111

Unique problemt and solutions.

If parents have the papers, I

notify special ed immediately.

PISAIS is incomplete. It it so

much work.

MSA1S has information on

student's special ed. status.

leachers receive it from school

administration offices.

None that I know of.

1 have heard that they receive

training.

Not asked.

al I don't know the percent-

I ages but 1 would say. -!ot

often. The migrant pop-

ulation is not over-

represented in special ed

as far as I know.

al

a)

I

Very few come to the

schools. I would like to

bring the parents to 1EP

meetings at the school,

just like they do for Anglo

kids whore everyone sits

together and talks about

the child's Progress. 1

would like to bring parents

in before I go out to the

home with the 1EP by

eysell.

Involved in the assessment

process. 1 don't think they

are involved in IEP

planning since so any have

such little education. Nome

visitor goes to home

1perhaps with staff person!

or letter ailed in English

or Spanish.

11

21

11

21

31

Regular programs and teachers need to take responsibility. If

a child is sick, they call le leven it home) to take the

child home. Migrant kids that are fluent im English get sent

to the migrant program at the high school. Some of them hate

to go there. the regular counselor should be helping them,

too. The school people just don't understand that they Should

be treated like everyone else.

Parent participation at school. The house is mot a good plate

to hold 1EP meetings. Parents are uncoofortablel the IV iS

on.

lilingual/rion-migrant. There is i problem here. Also a

problem with illegal aliens who are not eligible for special

programs.

Funding. Programs are underfurive , especially in the critical

area of working directly with the child.

NEP. Hispanic Education Program at VSU provides II seek 6ED

preparation. It is very successful.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



District 14

Inforeants

Ill

al tests for dosinant language!

bl lilingual screening?

cl liven by professional fluent

in ch.ld's language?

121

Tests for special ed. placesent

to establish language compe-

tency given in both languages?

(3)

al Interpreter to screen/

assess?

bl (raining for interpreters?

cl Interpreter literate?

(4)

al Informed consent fros non-

English speaking parents

NI Due process fares sailed?

cl Similar for migrant 1 NA?

(5)

Assessment for preschool LEP

special ed. candidates?

111

PIM LEP students in special

ed. due to lack of other

options?

Adeinistrator el de find it best to use a Ne have never had a need. If me al leacher on staff is our (Referred to staff to answer.) No one is actively pursuing LEP No. II placed in special ed.

District 14 certified teacher for

screening and testing.

did me mould call ESD 181 as a

resource.

interpreter for Spanish.

Rad to find Asian interpre-

ter for the 2 Asian

students.

preschoolers, they have set the criteria.

Adminsiralor at Nave Language Survey and I don't know. Don't think any al leacher on staff is I Teacher that does testing Use test developed in district. No LEP students in special ed.

li,trict 14 LAi. of our special ed students are bilingual. goes to hose or talks to Results fore basis for referral due to language problees.

NI mi.

cl Yes. Trained, bilingual

prolessionals.

migrant or bilingual. cl She is literate in Spanish. parents when they cose in.

tit les. Due process is edited.

CI No. No need for interpreter

for NA.

to CHl, K, or special ed.

leacher's Aide

District 14

NI LAS

:I Cerlified leacher that

Don't know, al loth teacher and I are

bilingual. Teacher and ESD

1 Ne call or visit or send a

letter. Teacher is

Don't know of any LEP in

special ed. HIM test for

No. Not ever. Ile have a

vilinvial resource room if

speaks Spanish. person do all screening and

assessment.

cl Yes.

bilingpst. mgrant. needed (non-special ed.).



District 11 1Coat.I

Inforiants

111

Reporting invent students to

special education;

111

Training of special education

stall.

191

al Special ed eligibility

based on professional iudg-

sent?

111 Rationale.

1101

al Parent participating in IEP?

bl Nov frequent?

cl Accossodations.

1111

Unique problem, and solutions.

Adeinistrator No children in &want proven No specialited training. No I Only 3 ol 3010 identified ci Ne don't ever need inter- 11 Native American students. Ile have a probles !latching services

District 64

kora.)

are eligible. requests lor training, by tribe have been placed.

Partly because only a fell

of those screened were

assessed. Parents oftiq

miss the scheduled evalua-

lions at the reservation.

preters because we have

certified staff and aides

that are bilingual. Rego-

lations regarding IEPs

always followed.

with the unique needs of NA students. Drop-outs are freqient.

Sone antagonism fro& tribe plus administrative turnover. All

may be glow in recogniiing cultural differences. lribt

perceivss that their needs have been set aside. finding

restricts our efforts. lie say be able tm access sore funds

frog the tribe to benefit our students.

21 Migrant. Wiled funds which do not support consistent

training. Nave asked ES1 111 for a process pr direction. 1

suspect we still don't have such in place through 111 coop

due to United funds. Ile have to rely on our ono staff mad

staff frog lorlioglon. Students' entering and leaving it

unpredictable.

31 Preschool. Only 3 have been identified. Parents don't shoe ep

for scheduled meetings on reservation. Disagreement over

location, to isolate students on reservation iS not a good

idea according to another director. Ile want to blend the

programs.

Adeinistrator All records are in special ed. None that I know ol. .1 Pretty rare. Can't think of al Yes. 11 Native Americans. These students don't like to be singled

District 11 office. Nell parents are asked a single instance. bl They all attend IEP out. So we have tutors that go into class with thee. Nave

Icont.I if child Ads been in special bi Our standardiied tests settings. incredible absenteeism among sage NA students.

ed. ispose cultural factors. Ile

have 2 NA in special ed at

Middle School. Our

psychologist looks at whole

child and beyond scores.

I Me will go to the home or

the reservation. Have

teacher and student to

interpret at Riddle School.

.

21 mon-English speaking, non-migrant. Ile don't have resources ts

serve these children. 0 send these students to a bilingual

program in another district.

31 DrAiirl)uts. NAs tend to drop out at Riddle School. More of an

issue in high schaol because of earned credit system. I have

recoomended retention. leachers feel if students case to

school they would do well. Those living off reservation

attend better.

41 Qualified tutors. Tribe wants a IIII tutor but we can't find

one. Who would pay them? Are they qualified?

leacher's Aide School office always calls for No special training. I Don't know. Nw special ed. al Yes. Native American and migrant students in special ed. are sift at

Oislricl II info. from sending school. Call are mostly slow learners or cl If they don't come in we go learning and don't retain well.

Icont.l MAIL School psychologist does DD. to their house. I go if School is teaching cultural awareness: it's built into the

reporting. b) Not a problem since no one they don't speak English. curriculon.

IS placed on professional

lodgment.



littrict 14 iconto

....... .

Informants

(8)

Training of special education

stp11.

(9)

a) Special ed. eligibility

based on professional Judo-

pent?

b1 Rationale.

1101

a) Parent participating in IEP?

b) Hop frequent?

CI Accoloodations.

fill

Unique problems ano solutions.

Feentilepcher's No training. Teachers are Not sur: of assessment process ) Yes. Especially at grade 11 liaison. Having JON curd. Serve as liaison Wpm the tribe

Aide starting to call JOM coord. but see that it is difficult School level. and the school has really helped. Works pith students,

District 11 ihen they see a child with a tor NA to qualify. tendency is I Efforts to include parents parents, and teachers. Observes classes on request ol student

tribal Educator probles. to let them fall through cracks are not made. She receives or parent. Arranges meetings with teacher, student, and

District 11 and deny service rather than IEP in ail. Never asked to parent. Keeps track of attendance for courts. Helps find

over-refer, attend meeting. JON coord.

never asked to help. Shp

can provide rides, etc.

letter to hold 1(P at

Tribal Center.

alternative progress. Needs to be a cooperative effort.

Sometimes liaison is vieved as policeman rather than 11 usher

of the team.

2) prop-outs. This is a big problem. lend to drop out Women

junior high and high school. Only 2 graduated lost year.

District targets junior high for district-based JOM services.

Tribe wants to focus on earlier grades. tribe did not sign-

off on district J011 plan. Open-forum vas not held for tribal

input.

11 Parent involvement. Parents not informed of their rights in

the past. Did not know they could ask questions.

11 Transition to K. Preschool teacher at tribal sihrol helps

prepare parents for K. School district has never done

Childlind on reservation. Preschool did 2 Childlinds but

placement took a long time.

86
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District V.

Informants a)

bl

c)

111

tests for dominant language?

lilingual screening?

Riven by professional fluent

in Child's language?

121

tests for special ed placement

to establish language compt-

tency given in both languages?

131

a) Interpreter to screen/

assess?

bl Training for interpreters?

tl Interpreter literate?

Ill

al Informed consent from non-

English spelling parents

bl Due process forms ailed?

tl Similar for migrant 6 NA?

01

Assessment for preschool LEP

speci.1 ed. candidates?

161

Place LEP students in Special

ed due to lack of other

options?

Administrator al LAS Yes if child is not fluent in al CDS, (SL, and 1 special ed. a) Forms in Spanish but the Don't know. No. Never.

District 15 cl CDS always administers

test.

English.

cl

teacher speak Spanish.

Both teachers art literate.

cl

parents have always

understood English so we

never need to use them. Ne

tan use interpreters too.

For NA me sometimes use NA

staff. Ile don't need to go

to the home.

Psychologists

District 15

CI CDS does this. Psychologist

has only assessed 1 LEP

student this year.

No.

.

Have not needed to assess LEP.

All have spoken English.

No. Ile have a program at 1

elementary that alloos us (o

serve children without lakiliAl

them.

Informants

17)

Reporting migrant students to

special education?

(8)

Training of special education

staff.

191

al Special ed eligibility

based on professional judo-

went?

bl Rationale.

1101

a) Parent participating in I(P?

b) How frequent?

CI Accommodations.

1111

Unique problems and solutions.

Administrator The special programs director Each year for LEP, 1 staff al Don't lnow. flaybe 1 times a) Difficult to get parents to 1) Parent involvement. Difficult to get parents involved. Re

District 15

(cont.)

does reporting, attends bilingual conference.

Don't know of any training re:

assessment of NA or migrant,

b)

per year.

Adaptive bphavior is

considered, and must fall

in normal age range.

c)

come to meetings,

leachers go to tribal

tenter, but parents don't

come. Also schedule

meetings late in day or

evenings. Tribe doesn't

want school staff coming to

reservation.

?.1

have made attempts but so far are unsuccessful.

tardiness. NA students are lardy. Ne offer program changes,

like voc. ed. We have a procedure to deal with absentes: 4

days missed - we call home and send letter (NA coord. cal:s

parent); 1 days missed and 10 days we call and write again;

11 days missed we have a MDT.

Psychologists Special ed. director. Attend workshops on minority a) Not used. al NA involved at primary 11 Tribal school. Students bounce back and forth. 1st graders

District 13

(cont.)

assessment. bl Sometimes children have

serious perceptual proolems tl

level,

Indian education advocates

not well prepared for school. Emphasis is on cultural valves,

not academics in preschool.

or come from tribal special

ed. Economic factors

sometimes help us. 2) Drop-outs. Drop-oot rate for NA is astronomical. Hard to

calculate because students drop and return several times.

SJ

hardest to rule out. Refer

to 'primary Causal' factor.

3) Coordination with tribe. Ile have tried to coordinate

unsuccessfully. Ne get pot-shots from NA educators at

meetings. Tribe seems to value education less. Ne have NA

study centers at secondary schools. Mon we make efforts to

make liaisons with tribe we are oftee rekoffed.

__._. . . _ ._ _._.... _________ ___ _.._ .... _._____ ____ ____ _ _ __



Inlormants

...- - ------ - -
It1 191

Training ol special education al Special ed eligibility

stall. based on professional judg-

selt?

10 Rationale.

(10)

al Parent participating in IEP?

bl How frequent?

el Accommodations.

Unique problems and solutions.

Adsinistrator

District 15

Elementary ;lather

District 15

Special ed. directors have

provided special workshops on

assessment for sinority

students.

Mot aware of training al

1

district levvl. Have I-day

visit to reservation lor nem

leathers.

Special Ed. teacher Optional workshop on NA

District 15 learning styles 2 years ago.

Nell attended.

9 )

al That wouldn't happen

4elause we have program

np-tons available lor

children who ate not

labeled. Ile don't like to

label kids.

10 Hard to rule them out

entirely. Ne can serve even

without a label so we have

options other than special

ed. placement.

al School psychologist is very

good at interpreting

scores. Sometimes CHI is

easier for parents to

accept than special ed.

al Ne have the same eapect-

ations lor NA that we have

for other parents.

cl Ile will go to their homes

or they come here.

al Not is involved as me would

like in general.

cl Use written cossunication

and work with JON coordin-

ator. Very painful process

for parents.

al NA parents participate

fully.

cl Have not needed to make

accommodations syself but

there is a NA liaison that

tan provide transportation.

11 Cultural differences. Ne sake accosmodations, e.g., help MA

children develop leadership in small groups rather than large

groups. We sake sure students know they are respected, they

are as important at everyone else, and their families are

melcose here.

21 MA students. They are well behaved, love to be here. Come an

early and stay late lor extra help.

11 Parent involvement. Ongoing probles. Hive to make a personal

commitment. Personal contact is most Methyl, better than

letters. There is always a may to get thes involved. You just

have to sake the effort.

21 Field trip to reservation. These have been a positive

eaperience for CHI.

31 Education dinner. Every year the tribe invites all (te

teachers to dinner on the reservation.

4) Special programs. Transitional K; alternative high school

sponsored by CC - gives option for studentr with attendance

problems; Indian Education Program is a good resource.

51 FAS and FAE. I am very worried about this.

61 Culture-free lists. It is a challenge to find seasuresents

that are not culturally biased. training for assessment stall

would be helplul.

11 Cultural sensitivity. tie need to be sensitive to cultural

issues such as silence; indirect criticism; classroos

atmosphere that respects Indian culture; ssall group

instruction.

Health proble.s. NA children receive little edical attention.

Unmet health needs are the biggest probles for Indian kids here.



District 15 (cont.)

Inforeants

181

Training of special education staff

(9)

a) Special ed eligibility

based on professional judgeent?

0) Rationale.

(10)

a) Parent participating in lEP?

bl How frequent?

c) Accommodations.

(11)

Unique problems and solutions,

Tribal Educator None that I know of. I have a problem with test scores in c) Special education teacher used to 1) Drop out.. We don't have enact data but me know it is a

District 15 general. They say be biased. You want

special help for these students but

special education say not be the best

way. Special education is an easy

option. They ire always eligible on the

test. Rut our kids don't test well.

cue to the reservation. problee, We track it inforsally and can't figure out where

all these kids are going. losing about 14-20 per year,

2) Relevance. The classes are not relevant or creative for

special education. Only 2 or 3 special education kids go to

the life skills prove.. The parent his to go ask for the

propel'.

They need to take other things into

consideration.

3) Counselino. We need counseling services. Schools refer to

IHS. Need alternatives, especially for short-tere crisis

interventiot.

4) (:tended schoolJear. Our kids are eligible, need it, and

nobody's getting it.

5) Tutorint. Has really helped. Waiting list of 50-70 kids. Many

special education students are referred. District sakes slall

couiteent: they give us space and they let us use the

activity bus.

6) PAYE. We held a well attended PAYE training this year.

Parent/Teacher's There is no training. a) Very frequently. One time they If you participate it scans that you 1) Parent participation. They don't let the parents have a voice

Aide wanted to put a student in special just sit there and listen and go along in the proves. I went to school to ask for changes in my

District 15 education because he couldn't jug),

rope and had poor fine motor skills,

Once in special education, very

difficult to get out. I knew one

student on the honor roll with 4.0

and he can't get unlabelled.

with whatever they tell you. daughter's schedule. They wouldn't do it. They go out of

their way to lake you feel uncoefortable. I've never left an

IEP conference feeling good. Parents don't attend settings

because they know that their concerns won't be heard.

2) Special educaft. Pull the kids out so ouch. They miss a

lot. One sot was in the sage workbook for 3 years, Another

son I refused to let be placed in special education. He's

doing ouch better than the 2 who mere in special education.

When your kids are young they start right oil telling you hole

low they are.

31 Drop outs. We have a drop out problem particularly awing the

special education students, Higher among Indians than among

whites. lots of 'holding back' in elementary school. Kids

held back are so ouch older than their classmates.

4) Creative solutions. For eseeple, me kids would do best with

just a half-day of school. My daughter needs 5 credits to

graduate. The school won't let her go ot a half-day basis or

graduate early.

Tutor

District 15

5) ChildUnd. There is no Childfind. I think I would not want it

because then they could label kids special education even

earlier,

1) Drop out rate. I think it has declined in recent years

becauro of lore lining aeons Indian and non-Indian students.

More Indians are participating in sports. This has made a big

difference. Por moms can cause sole students to drop uut

because the celebrations are more impnrtant to parents than

what not-Indians can teeth their kids.

..,9 ' 2) Attendance. This is a big probles. Sometises it is related to

alcohol and drug abuse. I encourage students to attend Al

Anon or Alateen. These are wonderful programs.

1) Workshopt. Fund raisers are held to support workshops on

parenting, see education, and math for parents wanting to

help their children, at NVIC. 9



District 16

101

Informants Iratning for Special Education Staff

Administrator

District 16

Elementary Teacher

District 16

Preschool Teacher

District 16

(9)

a) Special Education Eligibility

Based on Professional Judgment

bl Rationale

(10)

a) Parent Participation IEP

b) How Frequent

cl Accommodations

(11)

Unique Problems & Solutions

No formal training. Seriously consider a)

cultural sensitivity in hiring process.

Utilize outside inservice. Informal sharing bl

and training works well in small district like

Ours.

Nothing formal. Ongoing dialogue between

school board and tribal council (e.g., we

raised concerns ret absences during pow wow).

It has improved.

Encouraged to attend workshops and informal

sharing. Resources seem adequate for

preschool. Lots of parent contact, leelly

team meetings. More input from NA parents

than white parents

Rarely. lie intervene prior to referral.

Focus on prevention.

Use checklist in LD Reg.

Also use info obtained from working with

the family. Compare child to peer group.

Ile are committed to avoiding wholesale

placement of NA in Spec. Ed. If we only

looked at test stores, many would be

automatically referred.

al You dr-slop a gut feeling. Ile look at

adaptive behavior, cultural variables, get

a picture of whole child. Survival skills

are usually well-developed. Tribal members

also provide info on child in social

settings, family roles, etc.

a) Try to avoid professional judgment. Only

1 case where child was so withdrawn he

couldn't be tested.

b) No formal rationale. MOT tries to find

LRE. Look at how deficits will affect

school performance, observe behavior

patterns, compare adaptive behaviors,

compare to peers.

BEST COPY A

a) Not all, but it's increasing

b) 101 fail to attend 1EP

cl NA staff contact parents, offer to go to

them; priority is to sake families feel

comfortable

c)

a)

IEPs are often rescheduled. It's fleiible.

liaison assists parents. Parents passive,

difficulty challenging a decision, they've

had bad esperiences in the past. Most

meetings at school but some are on

reservation. Ne pro:ide transportation.

Also get help from preschool on

reservation. Limit size of mec.ings. Use

standard English instead of jargon.

Always involved, but don't always

participate. They are very acLepting.

We go to resuvation but encourage them to

visit schota. Parents have had negative

esperiences in the past. Those with older

children are more comfortable cooing to

school. Coleunication problems due to no

phones and disregarded mail. Try to sake

thee feel comfortable.

LADLE

11 Committed to improvement. We seek

continual growth to find and implement

best practices. Difficult to obtain

information. lie don't fully understand the

NA cultural norms and sake mistakes (e.g.,

asking direct questions of parents rel

adaptive behavior).

2) Ibtainino knowledoe is difficult. Do we

t!ed information specific to our district/

tribe, or is it more general?

11

1)

21

3)

41

5)

6)

Teas effort it elem. No muses for NA

students. le have high erpectations.

Drovout rate hioh. flaking curriculum

changes. SD is concerned and active. legin

to lose students at middle school level.

Get tough attitude in middle school

compared to elementary. Limited post-

school options on reservation and in the

white world.

Avoid ipecial education stigma. Try to

give kids strongest chance, Kindergarten

teacher is special ed endorsed and gives

special language intervention as needed.

Birth-3 program. Not special education.

Lots of parent involvement. Fewer problems

in kindergarten. Now, NA lids who really

have problems are found in kindergarten.

Transition to kindergarten. It is very

good. kindergarten teacher knows kids very

well before they arrive. Even have half

day transition period for language

delayed.

Impact of Preschool. Dcing follow-up of 0-

3 graduates through school.

Nihilism. I've seen changes in 5 years.

More optimistic. Fewer behavior probleos

when kids arrive. Higher teacher

espectations.

Parent Participation. Important te qo to

them. Use oral v. written language.
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11)

a) Special Education Eligibility

lased on Professional Judgment
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at Pareat Partocipation in III

b) Noe frequent

cl Accommodatigns .

A

.....-.---

1111

Unique Problems and SolutiOnS

.

No formal training. It would be helpful.

Especially on NA culture, e.g., help captain

absenteS tor initiation rites and tuntrals.

1 ,

)

loth son and daughter in special education.

Daughter placed because son was placed. 1

worked to get daughter out. Special ed very

isolating before LIE.

al Focus of concern leads to careful

esasination of child Itests I other info)

and review of many placement options

besides special ed. MDT results in lots

of options. Decisions are strongly

academic. Certainly we use professional

judgment in that we do everything we can

to keep student in regular classroom.

obi Not very involved. Onlyil or 2. Only if

student is doing very poo4y. Many

patents afraid of school, tistruSt

teachers, fear school staft.rill talk .

about their child% Feel jhreatened that '

child rill be aboit them act educated.

cl Stall go to the host. Forests need time

ts Wild trust. tt is TS that wo stall .

is stable. Nort parents involved because

of preschool, Need Start. Forests still

terrified to come to school. Need liaison

between school and reservmtion.

$ 1

..-k

....,

.

,

al It's improving. 0-3 program is helping.

1EP is scary process

cl We go to reservation. Often have to hound

them.

,

, .

11 !Education on culture. It would be h

to have one of our elders esplain o

traditions, dances, funerals to sta

21 Progress,. I see ProDeas starting ts

NA students used to be lett out st

Christmas and faster events and Ise

in special ed. No lilt skills or co

`training. Nom we set sort questioni

how NA stodents art doing in Olsen

and secondary programs.

3) Trost. Nal to start with one asothe

the stall before students.

4) Mainstrtamin . lie have set a good I

for other districts in ainstreamim

students. Very important to mainstr

NA students tan learn white sill.

51 lirth-3 program. this is good, need

because NA childrearing results in

social/verbal preschoolers than whi

children.

11 Dirth-3 program. Very positive. Sho

willingness of NA to buy into the v

education programs. located in pros

plate on reservation.

2) teen pregnancy. AIDS. birthrate. I

about these; real problems for thei

students.

3) trust. Ill still a problem. Need t

working toward common goals of help

kils. Can't wipe out years of India

man history.

41 Nonthly meetings. School board/trib

senate. Discuss attendance, gradual

life skills, job training, etc.

51 NA represented on school board. Sot

service director and member of 161

senate on 5-member school Wog.

il Reservation based nonfarm. 0-3, Me

Start, special ed. preschool, after

study hall, evening study hall.

71 Aides. lill aides employed by distric

11 Rood staff. Elcellent hiring practi

II Alcohol and drug abuse. Problems he

FAS, FAE, Cocaine.

101 Transience. Could increase with new

fishing grounds.

II) Com.unitj resource tr inino. lots

failure in high school. Have a prog

get kids into comeunity jobs. It's

1EP.

171 Nigh lilt dropout. Ray be due to lack

vac. options. Absolutely

cooperation. ..a

elPful

ur

H.
work.

no.

sample

NA

III SO

ed

less

le

O

flue el
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worry
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District 16 Icsrit.1

Infornants

111

training for Special Education Staff

1111

al Special Education Eligibility

lased on Professional Judgnent

bl Nationale

1101

al Parent Participation in 1EP

II Hoe Frequent

cl Accoodations

1111

Unique ?robins and Solutions

therapist

District 16

Parent

District 16

2 Tribal Represent-

atives

District 16

9 3

MDT outs to discuss referrals

Not Asked

al Cultural, environnental, and Iconic

factors are always considered.

Profvssional iudgnent is always involved.

1 know which itens NA kids sill fail and

take this into account.

bl State guidelines deternine the tools We

USe.

al Teacher and special education director

esplained then to le at the tine

al Tribal eder was concerned about

culturally biased tests. Arranged for

Indian tester Iron Seattle.

District is trying. No perfect

instrunents available; none norned on 11A

students, no culture-free ousure.

ab1 Percent is low. Ne really try to get then

is.

cl Transportation, reschedule settings. No

phones. Intrusive to go to hoe, but

outings it is the only choice. Sinplify

!ores for heated English reading.

al A lot of parents don't lake it to the

conferences. That's why 1 didn't get

anywhere. My parents never went to the

lettings.

al Tribal Soc. Serv. Dir. is involved with

lEos, help in finding services.

c1 Tribal staff help elplain procedures to

parents

9 9

11 Attendance. Mas inprovel as a result of

school And tribe working together.

11 Teachers. leachers tend to push but mot

encourage NA students

21 Cultural influences. My children's biggest

problen is iealoms relatives mho are not

in school and lake it hard for my kids.

31 NA leachers. I'd like to see NA teachers

in the school. Ny kids wsed to learn lin

Canadal about their culture and sustains.

The school is really okay escept for lack

of cultural education.

41 Special education. 1 didn't want oy lids

isolated in special education. They knom 2

NA languages. English and lath are

difficult.

51 Parents. School does everything to

encourage parents but the parents still

don't participate. They need to reneobtr

they're not going to school to talk lotIte

:Phief lclio::4.1toty'ro lloing to tolO LAO

Brut inprovenents in relationship with

Oistrict. Tribe initiated contact. Tribal

senate nom outs with school board 14

yearsl. School district has coo a long

way. 10-151 of teachers are 'eking direct

effort to better serve NA students. Two

tribal sutlers are on school board.

21 Miring practices. Screen and recruit staff

that will be culturally aware. Nas hired

tribal seders in 10 staff positions.

31 Drop-Sulk. This is omr biggest concern.

Nate is going down. Class 0 10 will he

the biggest in 12 years.

41 lirth-3. HAS helped a lot. Sets parents

involved evly. lased al reservation where

it occupies central physical location.

Started with 4 kids; nom serving 41. Staff

includes e.c. educator fro school and

tribe, tribe's nurse practitioner,

chile welfare worker, social services

director. Meet weekly with ISMS for case

unguent.
3; Tribal leadership. The tribe got active in

education land land wsel In sale the

comity aware of us, to understand us,

and to work together Ina Ser Iwisre.



Inforaants

District 17

(0)

training for Special Education Staff

(9)

al Special Education Eligibility

based on Professional Judgaent

b) Rationale

(10)

a) Parent Participation in 1EP

bl How Frequent

cl Accomidations

(11)

Unique Frotleits and Solutions

hdeinistritor,

District I/

tribal Educator

District I7

fsjchologist

District $l

10

Worlshos

AD1 sent to nontiased assessaent workshop

ESD worishop 2 years ago

Pig concern in district

NA students coat to school without language of

instruction

leachers hired by school district are not

adequately trained (general cossent - not

specific to sp. ed.)

None, inforwal only. Need for inservice in NA

culture.

a) Very infrequently ISIO is wishy mathyl, we a)

under-refer and consider lati of parental

supervision.

b) MD1 process at work. involve RNs, 1HS. c)

Offer many ancillary services to preschool

to reduce referrals.

Ii probles. At preschool, teacher goes to

parents. 3 contact rule, then principal

and special education director sign off.

provide trans. - not requested often.

Have parent activities at preschool ;Burke

huge*. Have In. Ed. Coord. now.

N.A. Parent involveaent disrupted by fishing

season, seasonal cycles.

BEST COPY MUM

a) Operate by the book - occasionally sake

mentions. Use non-biased tests

b) School history and attendance considered

as environsental factors

a) tarents asked to suggest goals. Parent

involveaent is less with NA parents.

Invest cost tin in initial IEP (hose

visits); for updated Os, after 3

attewpts at seeing, 1EP is mailed.

I)

21

31

4)

51

61

Drop-NO. Special alternative high school

on reservation, Indian tutorials, 3

periods/slat at H.S., voc. classes (Sno

Isle and in-district), drop-out prevention

staff jointly funded by SD and ImIalip (14

hours/weel for secondary schools).

WNW influences. Need leadership.

Struggle igilhil pull of reservation and

whitt world.

SD Cowsititent. Have new Indian Ed.

Specialist. Attrition in Jr. High.

Preschool. On reservation. Did language

inservice. Indian before-school experience

conflicts with school expectations.

Referral to 5.E.. Pre-referral process

docutenting alternatives.

t.anguagt needs. District has tried to

sustain special services for language

delayed and at-risk preschoolers.

11 pistrict alternatives are not working.

Many alternatives. S.D. lock-step.

Difficult to pt new courses; district

needs to consult tribe rather than sake

decision for it; district doesn't

recogniit culture.

2) Seasonal culture. Fishing season, in

particular, vireos activities (also berry

picking, cerrsonies). Alt. High School -

Aug. Ihrou0 'dec. (tripled in 5 years).

31 REACH. District is resisting; need to

appreciate cultural diversity.

4) Udall; Elea. SD sent in white lids to

school near reservation. Did not

consult tribe. Now tribe is dinority

again.

5) Pregnancies. High. Creates greater

dependencs.

6) Parentingjesources nettle. Help with

parenting roles - IV instruction.

7) Not technologically literate. School not

oreparing Indians for tech. society (e.g.,

cosputer instruction).

11 Attendance. Pig probles. live PIA involved

lh prosiding awards. biggest problea in A-

I, where attendance is undervalued by

p2) Ainfne-n.bl:sed assess. instrusents. Statt

needs to table core for use with

sinorities. 101
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training lot Special Education Staff

191

a) Special Education Eligibility

lased on Professional Judgment

11 Nationale

1101

al Parent Involvement in 1EP

10 Non Frequent

cl AE0480011010 1

1111

Unique Problems and Solutions

01 limner

t I/

Training is general. Nothing special re: NA

children

al Adhere to the law cl She works to esplain process to

parents. Sends out flyers for Friday

workshops. leave parts of 1EP for

them to complete. letters, scheduled

phone calls, transportation, NA

II
1

Parent involvement. Many parents quite

dysfunctional. I educate them about theit

rights; have NA liaison; have parent

involvement field trips. Very poor

Participation.

liaison. 21 WA. Parents don't trust the white

teachers. Also don't understand the

benefits of preschool. Good to reduce

teacher turnover to build/saintain trust.

Parents very suspicious when child is

first identified. After program they are

pleased with progress.

11 Transition. If A-year-olds don't meet

eligibility for special education, no

special services in first grade. Need 11

track them for 1 year after preschool.

11 liaison. Dig impact - catalyst to

home/school interaction.

51 Cultural issues. Dental care needed; eye

contact less common in NA culture. Foster

tare requires NA placements but

insufficient NA homes.

st No training. In-district resources like NA al Infrequently. One case where child was a) Pretty minimal. II transition. Informal practices. tribal
t 17 specialist; also INS audiologist, nua-verbal, parents verbal, wanted help.

I look at whether language skills maich

overall abilities. Give SC1D, Peabody,

EONVI compared to lang. sample for 3-year-

b)

c1

I have never been at an IEP without a

parent cresent.

Ne have 2 liaisons, provide

transportation. Repeated attempts to

preschool teachers observe in kindergarten

class. gring students. Kindergarten aide

is Isli. Send to developmental kindergarten

if not ready for kindergarten.

oldS. Four-year-olds get PPVT, FONVI,

IELD, tang. sample. First and second

grade use lloehm, Auditory Pointing, and

101.0-P. I mould like to use developmental

contact. 2) Distrust, Great malls of distrust need to

be knocked dome. Dissension in tribe

between traditional values and desire for

kids co bt successful in school.

O)

checklist to obtain profile of skills.

Directive from OSP!, however you can't

rule out environmental factors.

3) Cultural lifft,ences. No eye contact, IM-

verbal. Parents don't always accept

preschool. Ne have misinterpreted NA

children's behaviors they come to school

with Ion language.

102

REST COPY AVAILABLE
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District 11 Itont.)

Informants

1

01
Training for Special Education Staff

01
al Special Education Eligibility

lased oft Professional Judgeenl

Ill Rationale

1101

al Parent Participation in IEP

III Now Frequent

cl Accomoodations

(111

Unique Problems and Solutions

Avainistrator Mo special training. Mo fugal coordinatioa Standardised tests are used and elisinate the 01 Mo problems vith IEPs ll Relations between the tribe and the school
District 11 between Indian Ed. 4 Special Ed. role of subjective judgment. cl Mo special accommodations that 1 ao aware

of.

district. Parents dool respond to

requests from SD. Rooted in Wel history

of racial cooflict. All parents have goat

through district and have had bad

esperiences. Resisting REHM training.

2) Middle school. At (lem. 50-601 NA1 then

they go to NS vith only 61 %A.

3) prop outs. Alternative high school helps

some. Stitt IR dropout rata at Alt.

school.

4) Indian liaison Ot CS,. Ras helped 1 R.S.

oulticoltural program I ii year. R.S.

mistier sects with 50 graders to help

transition.

51 lutorial. Prograo vith cert. teachers at

M.S. and M.S.

6) Parent involvement. Major concern to tribe

as it relates to attendance and

achievement. SD has parent involvesent

specialists - teaches values. Also have:

school lialsonsotransportation, other

resources.

1 0

10 i ,REST COPY AVAILABLE
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Informants

181

training for Special Education Staff

191

at Special Education Eligibility

lased on Professional Judgment

111 Rationale

1101

al Parent Participation in IEP

bl Now Frequent

cl Accossodations

1111

Unique limbless and Solutions

Administrator

District 1B

Tutor

District 18

1 th

No special training right now. Group of CDS al

and Psychs went to the ESO 181 training. NA

students living in the community and are not

always reignited. Our staff are aware of bl

surnames. Ne are careful to ask the right

questions to assure appropriate placements.

Our CDSs meet biweekly to discuss these cases.

Also aware of language patterns ol NA.

No special training. Staff need to be aware

of NA culture and substance abuse among

families

Frequently. I would guess 501 of the time

professional judgment comes into play

along with test scores.

kle look at siblings not in spec. ed. or

look at the child's school history. Both

principals and psychologists are very good

about recognieing the importance of

cultural factors. Also encourage parent

involvement.

al

c1

Reny are referred but few are found eligible. al

There are only 2 students in spec. ed. at H.S. cl

out of 40-50 NA students.

they do attend

801 if not all parents attend

District upends a lot of effort to tee

the parent. letters, phone calls, follow-

up, and even gu to the home. leachers go

to hoses. Once child in spec. ed and

parent understands the isportance, they

attend as frequently as other parents

les

Sometises tutors are asked to go to the

hone.

il Attendance. It is low.

21 Parent involvement. This is a problem

31 Drop out. lie have a problem determining

the site of our drop out problem. We think

some of our students may be attending

tribal school.

41 lehavior. Students hos families that are

tied to the reservation are alienated,

isolated.

51 JON. Programs have helped.

11 Substance abuse. Ile have a real probles

with dysfunctional families. 01 01 !At

reservation lasi:les have substance abuse

problems.

21 qv, drop out rate

31 011-reservation. Students fros reservatios

ine down on those that live off the

reservation.

41 Tutor-counselor program. This has bets

very helpful. Ile provide a role sodel.

Also advisor for youth group, choperose,

retreats. tots of support at

superintendent level for NA students.

1 0



District 19

_ --

Inforoants

1111

training for Special Education Staff

191

al Special Education Eligibility

lased on Professional Judgoent

01 Rationale

1101

al Parent Participation in IEP

fil Now Frequent

cl Accossodations

1111

Unique Probleos asil SOlutiOns

Adsiolitrator

District 19

No fugal training
I

al Very rare.

bl Fortel rationale in that spec. ed. laws

state that culture can not be a factor in

deteroining eligibility. If child is not

surviving in school due to cultural or

environsental factors we have LAP and CNI.

al Ves, if we tan get thee) there

cl lransportation

11 Poverty,

21 Transportation

31 Druos and Alcohol

41 Political Moats. Ilifficult for tribe and

district to be uoified. Preschool is

helping to *voile out relationship.

Relationship gots up ood doom.

51 Coosunication. Me don't speak the sale

language. lhey misunderstood us. Our

letters art oisinterpreted. Me reserved i

special board letting for tribal reps and

so one attended. Need to build trust.

Adoinistrator In college and through inservice. District al Professional judgoent isn't used with NA al Depends on the parent. Can't typify NA 11 Drop outs. It's about 25-301. Our lumbers

District 19 does not offer anything special. any lore than with other students - 5-101

of the time. II student is in-between, we

go ahead and serve them,

parents as being less involved. are very small. Me lost oat this year. Ile

worked hard to keep her. She violated the

conduct rules. Me cio'l make esceptioos.

Four years ago the drop out rate was mote

like 751.

21 Vocational education. NA access same voc.

ed offerings as others. Soot students go

to Sno-Isle Skill Center, including 1 NA

student. 1001 participation in voc. ed.

31 Feud. There is a feud beton 2 families

on the reservatioa that affects the

schools.

41 Seeing sore success. Me now have high

school students that started out in school

as young children. Nest year we will have

2 graduates.

Parent/Teacher's One or 2 parents are involved 16 children in II holler. Siie of district is isproment

Aide progrool. Progras just started. Parent over larger district. Good teacher. Ny

District 19 proves On Thursdays. kids like school, want to go to school.

teacher's nide al Workshops like the one on thc Seinosish al Must sect WAC guidelines. al Don't know. II Getting children to school. I have knocked

District 19 reservation. bl Cultural factors are considered. 61 Fasilies at tribal preschoo' 4ave been on doors. It sets easier. Attendance is

lorderline children receive medial work

or an opportunity to practice for a test.

available fairly readily, pretty good for my students.

1



hetrict 19 !unto

ILICreibth

Ilementary Spec. C.

leacher

District 19

Ftyschuol leacher

tistritt 19

u

(81

Training for Special Education Staff

three years ago e had a t week class on NA

learning styles in Arlington. I use

curriculum-based assessment to help determine

resources and problems. heels needs with lest

bias.

lir have a number of progress: ERIN, 06

proem in Snohomish Co, Parenting as

Prevention (sent by tribe), 2 aides to CDA at

NilIC. I have degree in anthropology and

studied NA culture.

=1....0.MS
191

al Special (ducation Eligibility

Eased on Professional Judgment

01 Rationale

al Ne really try nol to classify kids as

spec. ed. Ile classify lids as

communication disordered or language

delayed rather than CD. Mt can serve them

but don't have to label them.

b) No formal rationale. Me loot at

performance in class, the need for

services. Each case is individual. I see

a need tor a more formalized approach.

al Frequently. NA children have language end

speech problems, from learning deficits

and cultural differences. IHS no longer

provides tubes for middle ear infections.

Higher incidence among NA.

"(rites 1HS said no policy change has been

made. Tubes are up to individual

practitioners. Payment requires a referral

by local tribe.I

' 1101

al talent PartiCipation in !EP

GI Howirequegt

El At.ronmodatIons

a) About 90eiartilipate. 1 don't thin) they

underitar61, however. Participation after

!EP it sapid 15.10w. Only come 1 a year

for lEt '

cl Have Ilia meeting in homes but this is

more micomfortable. Now we have a ride

systemi Set up convenient times to allow

for caipooling. Me always are available

.to reschedule. Subsequent contact is dont

with Teri arid is not successful.

t

a) Yes. .

cl I try to insure that the assessment

process'is not threatening.

(

t-

1

1111

Unique Fatless end gluttons

II F-3 no problem lids blend in. Me work

with them in smell groups.

21 tritej:LEALILEitilateh. Fulling out

draws attention. 6y 5th grade they stop

participating socially.

31 tietnti. It's hard to get them to school.

41 gjjons with reservation. Closer in

past. Our ley tOntitt$ on reservation love

changed. Nem reservation and political

structure is still forming. Preschool is

an eliciting precedent.

SI Reduced NA spec. ed. mutation. Me

classify them as language delayed or

Fommunication disordered and still provide

service.

61 brop outs. High drop Out tate. faiiiheS

are transient. Students go back and forth

between 2 reservations.

11 Cultural differences, Lite tiss. NA are

non-lineer, non-verbal, nolt-Selloeralel.

They see the whole. They are also

suseicious (e.g., blanlets) due to history

mith whites.

ptildfind. Hive not done a complete

childfind.

3) Attendance. This is a problem because of

i

pou wow. These Leremonies are very

important. leachers don't appreciate the

I

reasons for absences during pow wow.

4) grinlinq. It is easy for whites to condemn

NA. I ie aware of the research on

difference in metabolism, the genetic

basis for low tolerance. 1 am also

concerned that we will not bt able to

serve the FAS, FAE, and drug-affected

children.

Deetrupellte, The NA are dependent people.

They have not been independent since

treaty days. Me have made them depend on

white govt for basic needs.

6) Cbstecles. NA parents hear their children

being written off. School does mot provide

noon transportation for half-day

kindergarten. Leads to poor attendance iw

kindergarten. Children were retained for

missing school. Not preschool has van to

use to pick up kindergartners.

71 [ulturel awareness. Children ere looted

domn upon. leachers not aware of culture

and environment. One teacher thought
t

tribes on west side of Cascades live in

teepees.

Communicefion. District gave tribal

leadership the impression that their

children were too smart for the new

reschool. 1 Nail to go whin that ECIAt

was for all of the Mt choliPon.

,21

181
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I61

training of Special Education Staff

01
al Special Education Eligibility

based on Prolessionid Judgeent

01 Rationale

1101

al Parent Participating in IEP

bl How Frequent

cl Accomdations

(111

Unique Problems and Solutions

ristlor Should have received soap as undervads. I al Infrequently. Ust MDI il les, the) do attend. they art frequently II fvcludino Students. leathers mill

trict 19 have attended conferences along with

tleeentary and spec. ed staff.

bl Consideration given to cultural

background. Our psychologist is good at

this. c1

afraid of school. Our 1 spec. ed.

student's parents did not attend,

16 tleeentary school, teacher goes to

uninowing ly exclude NA students. They are

not competitive and will drop out rather

than participate.

reservation. Transportation didn't work

very well,

21 Role eodell. Having good NA role owlets is

a big help. Involvement in athleticS haS

helped.

31 Poo outs. In 3 years, me have had 2 of 12

drop out. Sou transfer to other schools.

both drup outs returned. They had drug and

alcohol problems. If we can get the kids

past bth grade, we'll get thee to 11h. ile

have 10 in elementary. I don't kmom where

the others are going.

41 More wino. Ne are getting NA studentS

involved in FHA, clubs, sports. I see more

mixing. Poing a seall district helps.

51 coleunication with parents. This is

difficult. Written colimunication doesn't

work. You almost have to go out to the

reservation. They are intieidated when

they cm here. More and sore parents are

toeing to tht eleeentary school. Ne need a

NA eleeentary teacher. At middle/high

school we hive I teacher who is half NA.
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Inkileahts

iegional

121

II tests for dominant language? Tests for special ed placement

bl Wimplel screening) to establish language compe-

cl Elven by professional fluent tency given in both languages?

in child's language?

131

al Interpreter to screen/

assess?

10 training for interpreters?

cl Interpreter literate?

141

al Informed consent from non-

English speaking parents)

01 Due process forms sailed?

cl Similar for migrant i NA?

151

Assessment for preschool LEP

special ed. candidates?

161

Place LEP students in special

ed. due to lack of other

options?

Migrant

Educator, ,

Regional

Migrant

Educators,

Regional

al LAS-Oualifies student for 3

years.

bl LAS

cl trained aide but it varies

from district to district.

Sometimes use a CDS or

whomever is available.

al the LAS, OINL, 1 or 2

others. LAS used often

because it can qualify

students for bilingual

funding.

bl LAS

cl Sometimes by Resource

leacher or trained

bilingual aide. Sometimes

by aides who are not

adequately trained,

especially in scoring.

No. Use SOMPA in English. Have

ordered it in Spanish. Normed

in Nerlto City. kauffman - non-

verbal.

No.

al Use migrant aides, migrant

home visitors, i migrant

resource teacher.

bl Yes.

cl No. Only Spanish-speaking

IN many Mts.

1 Some do. Some do not have

staff to interpret or

translate. If they have a

bilingual program, then

they have stall to do it.

al Just nor getting forms

translated into Spanish.

Send migrant home visitor

to hose to obtain consent.

(Some don't write or read

Spanish.I In one district,

won't assess if child does

not speak English. Won't

assess unless they get Per-

mission but some parents

sign-off without knowing

what's going on.

a) Sometimes letters,

hopefully translated.

Migrant Resource teachers

may be asked to go to the

home to obtain consent for

Special Education testing

or placement. Occasionally,

migrant home visitors

(aides) are sent out with

the forms to get parents to

sign. Mot trained in

special education.

Al Yes. In English.

Don't know. Don't think LEP

students are involved in the 2

preschool programs in the

region.

Don't know for sure. Easy to

confuse LEP with handicapping

condition.

Yes. I was appalled at the

number of LEP students in

special ed. teachers keep

referring instead of following

intervention prescribed by

migrant program. Some kids are

weak in both languages and need

bilingual program.

Yes, often. Some administrators

don't feel that they have any

other options to offer. Alto a

political issue. Many special

education staff reallie what

the students need but it is

difficult to accomplish in that

alternatives don't exist.



kegional (cont.)

Inforsants

(7)

Reporting migrant students to

1 soecial education?

(8)

Training of special education

staff.

I

(9)

a) Special ed. eligibility

based on professional judg-

eent?

bl Rationale.

I

(10)

a) Parent participating in IEP?

b) How freguent?

c) Accolsodations.

111)

Unique praises and solutions.

Migrant

Educator,

(cont.)

I

I

I

Migrant

Educators,

Regional

I

Yes, I think so. Ile also report

thes on Migrant Student Record

Forms.

1

I

Sometimes the home visitors go

to the child's home and find

out that the child has been in

special education.

I

1

I

1

I

1 I

I1

None. One school psychologist

has had some but the teachers

haven't hod any.

'

.

Mot sure. Have found that

district staff ire aware of the

frequency of inappropriate

placements of igrant students

in special education.

1

I

al l's not sure but 1 !hint it

happens too often. I see

migrant students in special

rd. resource rooms without

assesssents.

Don't know.

al

al

cl

Yes, parents do participate

in the IEP. Migrant hose

visitor serves at the

interpreter even though she

say not be literate in

Spanish.

Varies :peaty. Have seen

11 Awareness. Lack of awareness of multicultural and bilingual

issues among teachers and administrators. Lack of cossitmenti

lack of funds.

2) Inappropriate sethods. Basic ed., CHI, and special ed are

not being adapted to meet the needs of LEP students. Supple-

ental tutoring turns out to be their basic education.

31 Level of support. Lack of services i state i federal support.

$500/child intents qualification but not service.

4) Parent involvement. Parents are not made to feel cosfortable

in schools. No bilingual staff. Registration forms only in

English.

5) Preschool transition. We don't know who is coming before they

get here.

61 Drop-outs. Migrant students are dropping out. No bilingual

support in most cases: just a migrant aide. One district did

not apply for migrant funds. For students who do graduate,

little help with post-secondary programs.

71 Trained staff. Need certified bilingual teachers in each

district. Need to commit basic ed funds to bilingual

programs.

III Discriminat'on. The truth hurts but we need to fate it ahd

change because the kids won't succeed. itoblee is being dealt

with by denial and hope that kids will move elsewhere.

1) Appropriate services. Once identified and placed, there are

staffing and placements

done without parents.

Parents don't realize that

children art being placed

in special ed as re know

it: they think it is just

splcial help. The parents

need to work during the day

and cant come to school.

Sosetimec migrant home

visitor or teacher is sent

out to bring parents in.

Districts don't usually

have evening meetings or

nose visits.

no 4propriate programs. Special ed programs offered are not

appropriate for bilingual and LEP students. Special ed

teaching techniques are very good, but students need

instruction in basic skills taught in Spanish. Nice to have

services without the label.

21 Bilingual classrooms. To identify and place appropriately,

need a teas to decide if child has a handicapping condition

or if LEP. Team should represent special ed, bilingual, and

ESL. Bilingual classroom would be a good place to observe

child. After a time of observing child, easier to decide if

he needs special ed or if his educational deficits art the

result of the language difference.

4) No basic education funds. Migrant prograss are supplesental

yet this is the only appropriate service bilingual students

receive. Districts do not commit basic ed funds for

appropriate services.

4) Syfing. Trained staff for assessment and instruction are

not '1 all districts. When Filinguai staff are present, their

etpettise :ay not be used in regular classroom.

5) Drop:Juts. Very high. Students placed inappropriately in

special ed are aware that they don't belong. If retained for

.one year, . . .hance of dropping out; if retained for two

vows, 951 chance of dropping out.

1 1 .4



Regional (cont.)

Informants

(8)

Training of special education

staff.

(9)

a) S, :ial ed. eligibility

based 2n professional judg-

sent?

b) Rationale.

(le)

a) Parent participating in 1EP?

b) How frequent?

cl Accommodations.

(ll)

Unique problems and solutions.

Tribal NM. Need more inservice on a) Many school psychologists c) I recommend that ncomoda- 1) Communication. The key to success is communication between

Educator tribal education. Special ed. seem LI feel it is tions be made through the tribes and school districts.

Regional could use more paraprofes-

sional/liaisons.

important not to label

Indian children.

Title VI paraprofessionals.

If people don't know about

2) Droo-outs. Majority are dropping out. Nith pregnant mothers

about 501 drop out.

b) I am not sure of the

rationale. Fear of the

unknown. Dollars are an

a culture they should

always ask and never make

assumptions.

3) Alternative hie' _schools on reservation. It is a viable

alternative because it gives thee support. So many Indian

adolescents come from dysfunctional families.

issue in special ed. 43 Preschool. Must begin early and address needs of family and

child. Parents not aware of services available. Need programs

for non-special ed. 'at risk' children, too.

5) Need certified alcohol counselors. NN Indian College is

training these.

13) ?venting ee Prevention Program. Provides historical

perspective on the impact of policies like boarding schools

and the resulting dysfunctional families. This historical

aspect if; important for those educating Indian students.
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